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The functions of ·:procurement, inventory control arid warehousi:ng 
ere shown to be an int_egrated system which. requires consideration of 
- -the costs of a11 the· related .:£'unctions in·order to specify a policy 
which has a minimum total. cost for a desired level ·.of service. A 
stochastic environment is ass11med in which a Poisson distributed demand ~ 
is known and initially only an estimate ·of the .aver.age lead time is 
. available for each vendor. An .adaptive model is developed which speci-' ..... 
f'ies a policy usi_ng a q.yna;mj c ·pr_ogrammi~g ~lgoritbm and then simulates " 
one year's . activity. utilizi~g the policy. Policies in succeediµg years 
are based on increased information of lead time distribution from pre-
vious yea.rs of simulation. 
Two modes of operation based on an effective service level are 
defined: a fixed mode in which, ~ffecti ve service .level· is the same as 
the desired service level and an.adaptive mode in which. the effective 
-service level is altered .according to information obtained· from the sim-· . . . 
ulation. 
An invest_ig~tion with t_he :model is performed an·d.it is .concluded 
that reasonably_ go_od service levels can be attained when lead time 
information is restricted to estimates of the .aver.age, a stable vendor , 
selection will usually occur in the period _of interest, and the fixed 
service level mode provides a h_igher level of service while the .adaptive 
service level mode provides .acceptible service levels at lower cost. 
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The modern indust·rial organization has a steadi·ly increasi:ng 
involvement with computer based systems for performance of ·repetitive 
tasks, control of operations and provision of information for manage-
. 
ment decis::i:·ons... A chief concern of management science is the develop-
ment of metll.o:ds ·to quantify the management cl.e.ci.:sion pro.cess so that 
more decis,ion.s ca.rt. ·be· performed by the automatic rather than the· human 
elements of the system. Some of t:he generally held advantages of this 
automation are: 
. ' 
1. Relieving managers of t.ime cOilSlrmin~ to:u.t.ine decision 
. 
. 
making so that they can devote ·mor.e e'ffort to acti vi-
.. 
ties such tis deyelopment~ and.. :evaJ.uJ:tti.on of .methods 
and personnel. 
2. Improvement in the q:u.al·i·ty of decisi:ons ·accordin·g: 
to standards such as u,niformi ty, t·i:mel·iness .,· a.rt<i' 
optimality • 
.. 3. Integration .O'f ~t'hE? dec:i:s·1q11 making ·process sq tJra.t 
. 
"-- .J,.. the goals cff the entir.e _.·or·ganization are best 
served rather than the goals. of :ind.i vidual managers 
or departments . 
\/ 
-
Inventory control has been a.. :f'avori te field for management 
scientists and many types of inventory decisions are now routinely 
performed by a computer which a.t one time required a skilled analyst. 
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dependent, which implies that the int_egration of syst.ems would be worth-




An al most innumerable variety of items are procured from ·outside 
sources by manufacturing· companies. These items may be required for 
processing into the fini_sh:e,d :product,: for an intermediate step in .~ 
process like etching· or .clean!ng, for packaging the finished product, 
, or for a supporting fui'l.cti:_on: su·ch as maintenance, production control, 
engineering or a.ccounti_ng. A substantial portion of ·-direct costs are r· 
usually attributed to ·prt>.c.u:r~d. material, and further ·,costs are inc"Q:rre:d: 
by inventories of ·th:Ls· mat_erial which are carried as a protection- £r·om . 
. shortages that would impede the progress of manufacture. Thus the 
proper management of'. proc~ement is ·e.s·sential f'or ~. e_f:ficient and_ 
profitable manufa.ctu.r-.in_g- .opera.ti on. 
Most companies dxvid:e· the res:pons-ibiiity for procurement :s:o that 
no individual or gro'lip· is responsible fQ+ the total -task. The division· 
arises from natural sub-tasks th-at ,,,-c·cur in: the chain of procurement 
events which begin with an ident·ified need for an item and end with 
the provision of the item to the user. A typical division of res_pon~ 
sibility • is: 
Engineering 
Purchasing 
Production and Inventory Control 
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In this arr~gement 2 t·he product or design engineer provides a 
specification for the·· product which includes selection of raw materials 
and components. The·· purchasi_ng group ~·hen is respons:tble for contacting 
the· vendors, requesti·ng bids and analyzing these bids for the lowest 
price consistent with ·quality, and other somewhat intangible factors • ' f 
. 
such as reputation for reliable delivery. Based on this analysis, 
the purchasing group select:.s a vendor or vendors from which to pur-
chase the product. 
The production and inventory contrdl group: :in tn.e manufacturing :r 
center places orders with the s.eJ~ected vendors· ·a.s required. This 
group is also responsible :f<=>r· tl)e c:os:t:-s: :of· inventory and ordering. 
When material arrive·s .at t.he factory>~ the warehousing organization 
.. 
arranges :ror sto~age and supplies· the ·shop .or 0th.er user with incre-
ments as · di:rect~d by production and in.vent9cy cbn~rol. Efficien.ty 
hand.ling of the material anq.. prttvisio~ at the prope ..r location and. t·ime 
falls within the responsibility '.o·:f the warehousing organization:! .The 
group utilizing the purchased pr·oduct assumes the .. responsibility 9·f 
efficient use and feedback on quality a,$ ·with any otl}er resource. 
From an operating viewpoint, t:he division of the procurement task 
is obvious. Since the type of' s.kill and experience for each group is 
different, the company benefi.ts from specialization in the work force. 
Since the duties of each group are well defined, the company benefits 
from clearcut managerial responsibility for setting policy, achie_ving 
results and control of specific costs. .However, from a broader view-
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the goals of each group are different arid the act-ivities of one group 
may impinge upon the activities carried out in the· othe~ groups. 
An example of this interaction is the· order· quantity. A minimum 
' 
order quantity (MOQ) :may be a part of the· vendor's quotation and 
generally the unit price is lower for a larger MOQ. Tllus , other fac-
tors being equal, the purchasi~g organization .. tends t·b. select a vendor 
with -a .-larger MOQ in order· to reduce unit costs. 
. On the other hand, inventory control determines a.r1 ,ec:Onomic order 
quantity (EOQ) by c·.onsidering the opportunity costs of .holding inven-
tory, the cost of placing .an order and vendor '.s setup costs,· in addi-
tion to the ite~ .costs·... If the vendor select·ed by purchasing has a. 
-MOQ greater tll~. ·the EOQ there is -a. clear c·on.flict in the policies 
of purchasing and :inventory control ..... 
···Re·solution of this conflict Inay als.o·- :involve· the warehousing 
organizatiqn_. Wa.rehousi·n~- .has a limited amount: of space, equipment 
and personnel to handle incoming material. :Either the ·MoQ or EOQ may 
' 
• 
be inappropriate fyo'.Ill this viewpoint, since _peak storage requirement$ 
may either excee·d the ·warehousing resources -or· cause increased cost~ 
due to inefficient, s·tor~ge arrangements $d ·overtime payments to 
hourly employees. 
·~·. 
Further inspection of the procurement process indicates more 
interaction between purchasing, inventory and production control and 
warehousing. Vendor selection affects the lead time between order 
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inventory control. The variation in lead time affects the amount of 
safety stock carried in the inventory which is ·.of concern to both 
inventory control and warehousi~g. 
- -
', 
Thus it may be concluded that .purchasi~g, production and inventory 
-
/ control, and warehousi~g must be considered as an int~gral unit in 
;I. 
r~gard to procurement policy •. Hence the optimal policy will be de~ 
termined by minim:i.zi:ng the ·total ·costs incurred by vendor selection, . . 
orderi~g policy and warehou.$i~g-. 
It is. ·d·so apparent that while the e~gineeri~g and user· o_rganiza-. . . 
tions affect ·the: ~otaJ. procurement costs, in specifying and. utilizing 
. . 
. 
the product, these o_rganizations are not an int_egral part o.f the pro-
curement system~ A ch~ge in 'spe·cifications requires re.ev-sluatien of 
the procurement policy·, but th~ alternatives in specifications are 
.evaluated by more: ext.er1$i-ve. criteria than. item, inventory and ware-
housipg costs:·.. S:i.mj_la:rly a ch~ge in the efficiency ,of. utilization 
will be reflected in the .distribution ·or demand, .but methods of ob- . . , 
taini?lg increase<); ei'ficten.cy .include many factors in. ,addition to 
. 
procurement. 
Controlli~g t:he·se components _of procurement cost are properly 
problems in value e~gineeri~g and .quality control. However, a method 
· of obtaini~g an optimal policy within the int~gral ·procurement unit 
would be a valuable tool for analyzi~g e.ngineeri~g and .qual.ity ·prob-
lems. For instance, an e~gineer consideri~g a qual.i ty ch~ge would 
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B. Methods 
Consider a common situation in sizable industrial concern which 
makes the procurement function.quite complicated! 
-
1. A l~rge .number of. items .must be ·procured· :f'rom 
2. There is competition ~op;g these. items for :a limited 
warehouse space. -~. 
3. Demand and vend.or's: ·1ead .. time ·are.stochast·ic. 
4. Man.agement require~r a certain level of service. 
Determination of minimum procurement cost is clearly beyond simple 
pencil and paper solutions. A sop~isticated model is required which 
utilizes the memory and comput·ational power ·of .the d.J.g:ital computer. 
This problem h:as b~e3:1. considered in some detail ·by W. J. · Fabrycky 
and J. Ba.nks)l] The term MIMS;··for a :multiple ... item-multiple-source 
system, is coined by them as ~ generic term for an int~grated procure-
ment and inventory system·.: Dy:n$j·c ·pr.ogram:mi~g is .advanced as an 
optimal_ solution technique and is shown to. give reasonably close an-
swers to the method of ~agrangian .multipliers when applied to simpler 
systems with si~gle items or si~gl.e sources. 
P. T. Lele and E. A. Siecienskif2 ] have ~apted the dynamic pro-
·. grammi~g technique to a MIMS system with refinements of the cost equa-
tion to ~onsider material which does ·not have warehousi~g costs ·pro-
portional to unit costs, as is usually ass1DDed, and rental. costs which 
are a . function of the space . utilization in the warehouse. Lele and 
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ot avoiding suboptimization due to the di vision of managerial 
responsibility. 
The MIMS system of Fabrycky and Banks was easi~a.lly deterministic 
with the provision that expected values could be substituted for exact 
values when such a scheme was satisfactory to the user. 
J. ·L. Kingsley[ 3] has built upon the deterministic model o:f Lele _and 
Siecienski , using expected values, but exp1ici tly specifying the 
stochastic parameters of the cost equations and introducing the 
constraint of the minimum leyel of service required by management. 
Kingsley· included a method, based on generating functions, f'or 
convoluting d.iscr~te probability distributions of demand and lead time. 
This convolution is· required tq compute the distribution of' demand 
during lead time for modeling the ·stochastic inventory system. In 
the real world, demand and lead time are often empirical distributions 
which cannot be convoluted by textbook methods. 
To the author's knowledge , this is th·e mos:t refined model avail-
able for optimi.zing a MIMS system. The. chief lj.mitation, as with a:ny 
application of dynamic programmjng, is the large memory ·and process 
. time required for solution of systems with a great number of' units and 
sources. To some extent, this limitation can be avoided by :first 
• 
. grouping related items and then applying the model to each group. 
However, in a situation where all items are competing :ror warehouse 
----space, this method of decomposition ma¥ not be optimal. 
Other mathematical programming tecb-:J.iques could be applied to 
the MIMS system, but are less powerful than dynamic progrmnmjng. 
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M. Schrader [ 4] has applied linear pr_ogrammi pg to quotation analysis, 
but as we have shown, this is .suboptimization of the int~grated pro-
curement system. Fabrycky and Banks also apply linear ·programmjng to· 
.-a. • • 
a MIMS system, but in the context ·of. continuous flows of material with-
out hold4lg inventory. Linear ·pr.ogram:mj~g is aJ.so ~estricted since 
int_eger variables .such as setup costs and unit orders cannot be proper-
ly treated. 
It is theoretic·a.lly possi~le t·o- apply int~ger ·pr_ogrammi~g to the 
deterministic MIMS problem. Jlowever,. it ·should be observed that inte-
t,' 
. ger pr_ogrammi ~g formulation·s :are too l~rge beca11$e" of tbe presence of 
many int~ger variables and the· addition of many int·~·ger constraints 
to be solved by currently available computer a;t.gori thms. - In the _MIMS 
system, the MOQ for each: vendor and each .item is a constraint and all 
variables except for costs are int_eger. · Extensi·on of int~ger p~ogram-
mi~g to the stochastic MIMS system where the. stocllasti,c: v:ariable~s had 
untabulated distributions is another and _perh:aps the most dif:ficu;t.;.t: 
problem for this approach. 
Simulation is often used when real data is unavailable, the system 
is so complex that analysic solutions a.re difficult, or when des_igned 
experiments on the real system a.re either prohibitively expensive or 
. perilous to the system's operation. Simulation also .offers· a useful 
verification of analytic solution procedures~ as Fabrycky and Banks 
show for a si~gle-i tem-multiple-source system. 
A more recent trend, as noted by J. B. Boulderi[5]. is .the USe pf 
' optimization models as a complement rather than as a competitor to 
• 
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simulation 1nodels. In this man~er, the optimization model can define 
the problem and interact with the simulation model which provides data 
on which to base optima] policies or tests the optima:i policies in a 
stochastic environment. When an optimization model is available, this 
approach should gre:atly reduce the effort in designing and programmjng 
a simulator. 
/. 
A potential appli:oation .of ·t·his type· o·:f'· interactive model is in 
simulations where a planning :pha;s¢ would -ex:i·st in the real world which 
cannot be satisfactorily repre:sented· by _random vari:able~ or simple rules. 
The MIMS system· ·is well s·uited to. ·thi.s: ~ppro.ach s:ince· opti~~ _models are 
available and procurell'.l~nt plann·:i'ng· i~ s.uftici:~nt,ly ·comp]J~x. 
C .... ~cope =.-· 
In his an.a.lys_is, Kingsley assumed th.at: a .. di·scr¢t:e- probability -di1;:-
tribution of lead times could be .obta.:i:ned f'rom the vendor. While t:hi:s; 
assumption may be often correct , it is belj·eve·a t·hat ·~ estimate of' tl1e, 
average lead time is the m~JCimum i·n·foijl).a'.t'i.on. that ·w.1.l:l be available 
' from many vendors·. ln- th.ese· cas·es; ~he <i-nitia.:L. _procurement policy 
would have to be ba.sed upon the Jea.d time estim.at:es. Suc·ceeding 
policies wo1.µcl then be based upon a, mixture of :estimates: and .. empi:ri:.c·aJ. 
distribution$· of lead times for those ·vendors who. llave, b·eer;i:··_previoµs·ly 
· selected. 
Thus.there is a dynamic region of procurement policies based upon 
increasing information of the vendor's lead t~me until sufficient infor-
mation has been obtained to ensure a consistent· policy, providi~g that 
the underlying distributions of lead times and ct.her pertinent factors 
•• iJ.. ' 
.•. -· 
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do not vaey with time. This dyna.mic region is investigated in this 
thesis by interactive application of a modified version of the Kingsley's 
procurement model and and lead times 
with back ordering of unfilled demands • 
. To facilitate :the investigation, the optimal procurement model and 
the simulator have been structured into a single model which formulates 
a _procurement :policy- and then simula.t.es one year's activity. Inter-
act~ ve reformulation of p·oiicy· ·b~'ed -µpon the pretlousJ.y simulated data-, 
and another year's simulation ·cap. be perf'otm.~d as desireq. •. 
It will be shown t·hat modifica.t·ion of the -Kin~siey· procurement· 
model is required to provide s.ertsitivity t,o. t:he information about the 
-vendor's lead time supplied by t-h~ _simulati:q11. The. s·ervice level will 
be redefined and a mode of :ope·rating· the· :model,· which l·s ad~pti.ve to 
the -service level will be developed:~ 
It should be- not-ed that several. £'-ac·tors. ca.r1 be added. ·to the MIMS 
system which will n .. ot be considered :heri~-. Among -t:hese are demand fore-
_ casting, alternat:ive~ in warehouse in_ve$tment, decis.:f. .. ons· t:o make or buy 
• 
·, . products, and quant.it_y constraints on indi v.idual sourc·es of supply. 
The assumption w·ill be made that the stochastic demand is stationary 
with a known distribution, that _sufficient warehouse space ~s avail-
able for the quantity used during a le.ad time plus safety stock, that 
a decision has been made to purchase the product, and that each vendor 
can supply the required quantities. Although these assumptions pre-
I 
elude investigation of some interesting aspects of the system, great 
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In the investigation, iterations will be performed for a 20 . 
... year horizon whioh is considered the maximum length of interest for· 
a stationary demand. Stability will be measured by consistent selec·,-
tion of the same vendor. It is desired to find the period required 
.. 
for stability under this criteria f'or various conditions and to find 
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Since it is anticipated that the.procurement policy will be 
altered to correspond to increased information about the vendor as 
.. iterations are ·performed, this mod~l may be termed adaptive as we-11 
--, 
· ·as · intei·active-. -··'.rb.e :term. aclapt.ive· i·s really more appropriate to 
this investig_at·ion since a m~jor point is the change in policy with 
the change in information. Hence: -t.he· phras.e ad.aptive _·model will be: 
adopted. 
Figure 1 is a simplified blcfck d:i.agra.m of th~ model, which is 
introduced at this point to p·rovide an over-al.1 view prior to tb.e: 
detailed description- in the. fo-llowing sections. 
It will be: .note~: :th.at· the terms procurement planning s~hm9_del. 
and sinu°Jlation- _s-g:bmodel: :are used to describe the major moa_.tll_.es of t~he, 
model in Figute: ·.1:• ·-These terms are introduced to avoi<i contusion. 
when the word model is used. . . . . . . 
.,-
B. System Definit·ion 
A clearer understanding of the adapt .. iye_: model can be obtained 
by first defining the operating ·procedures izt the procurement system 
under considera.ti·on.. ·The following conditions are assumed to pre- · 
vail. 
1. A single vendor is selected on a competiti~ bas.:f_s .-
tor each purchased item. 
- 2. Vendors are awarded annual contracts in order to 
. .,,, .,.,_.... . assure the desired source of sup:ply. 
,, 
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INPUT DATA 
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All orders, deliveri·es· and withdrawals are made in 
- l 




~ncrement s of full paJ.let loads . 
An entire order is delivered at one ti1ne. -·· 
Records for orders, deliveries and withdrawaJ.s 
are updated once each business d.ay with 250 such 
days representing one year,. 
The inventory level is chec'J.te·a a:gat.rJ.pt ·th.e re~ 
order point and orders are initia.ted 5 i.f .i.J.,e:ces·--. 
sary, for each item. as the re~··ords .. are updated. 
7. Demands are filled from· the next deli-very when 
the quantity on hand is ins~fficient. 
8. Safety stocks ape .either stored separ~te,ly ·from. 
·' 
other stocks in the l:east accessible secti:ons, of' . . . -· . 





The specific implicat·iort or these assumptions w~J..:1 ·be ·b::rougp.t .out 
as the adaptive- mod.e_l is described. J:n general, i.t. can ·be. seen. th~t 
a mechanized ware·house arrangement i:s envisioned that will only ac·c·ept. 
pal let loads and consequently t.:ll.e paJ lets are broken down· and deplete4. 
in the users area. For purposes c.:)f procurement ;planning and simulation,· 
transactions will be co11ducted in terms of' pallets even though many 
units of material would be contained in one pallet load. 
A man~facturing organization followi~g these procedures would un-
doubtedly require a business system to record transactions and to 
initiate orders. However, it is felt tha·~ the purpose and definition · 












system. Therefore, the cost of ·the busi·ne·ss system will not be con·- · 
sidered in the analysis, since the recording of transactions is .also 
- -required for other purposes such as accounting, an.d there is little 
controllable cost directly attributable to the method of procurement. 
C. Procurement Planning Submodel 
The detailed development of a procure~ent mode1~. is incl,ude·d in: 
Ki l ' ·tk . · [ 3J F· · · · · · · ··t· •.:· · .,, ngs -ey .. s ·· ·11e.s1s. . ·or· our purposes, :i. ·. is suff'icent to describe 
the input-output variables, pertinent features df operation and modifi-
cations made by the author to suit an adaptive application. 
Consider that .I items nrust :t,·~ ·procured and :that there are V vendors 
who may bid on any or all items.. Let the subscript i (i = l, 2, 3, ... , 
·, 
-I) designate ith item and the subscript v (v=l, 2, 3, ..• , V) represent 









Coefficient of exponential sm.oothing 
, 
.. 
used for parameters which are adjuste4. 
by information from the simulation. 
Space. utilization faG.tor for regular stock. 
Minimum percent of· demands ·which manage-
ment requires to be filled from inventory 
(service level). 
Cost per pallet for item i when ordered 
from vendor v • 
16 
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·- '·' ·.• 
.. 
Definition 
-Space utilization factor for safety stock. 
Expected annual demand- for- item i • 
Coefficent used in adaptive beta mode. 
Fixed cost incurred within the company 
each time an order is placed. 
Handling cost to either store or withdraw 
a pallet .of ·regular stock. 
Handling cost ·tq either .s·.t·ore or withdraw 
a pallet of sa:f.ety stock-~. 
Probability of x p~lets b.eing demanded 
during a lead t~e. -
. Minimum order quant-:ity for item i when 
ordered from v.endor v (Miv ~ 0) {Denoted 
by MOQ in Chapter I) • 
Overstock cost per pallet charged when 
delivery causes the s.t.o.ek: on hand to 
exceed the planne·a. :c·apacity of the ware-
house. 
Annual cost of a regular pallet position 
in the ware;ttouse, exl.usive of handling 
cost • 
Annual cost of a pallet. position of safety 
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Probability of x pallets (x = 0 , 1, 2, 3, 
••• ) of 'item i being demanded on any day. 
Probability oft d~s (t = 1, 2, 3, ••• ) 
being required f'or delivery after an order 
for, item i ·is .. placed with vendor v:. 
Order quant·ity f.o.r· item i when orde:r~d 
from vendor v·. 
The· expected annual procurement cost ·cor~. 
responding to order quantiy, q. • 
1V 
Percent return on invest.m:e:x1t required by 
company policy.: 
· Reorder point: -in :palle.t·s- for: ft,em i when 
ordered front ·vendor ·v. 
Setup cost charg~d: by vendor v f'br: :each 
order of it.em i .• :" 
~~--
Number of pallet-s of safe{y stock: required 
. 
when item i is obtained from vendor v • 
Probability of an overstock when an order 
of item i is received. 
Total expected cost for warehouse size wI. 
Equivalent space allocated to item i at 
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Minimum expected cost procurement policy 
given space u. is· ;available for item i. 1 
Demand for item i during a lead time when 
ordered from vendor v. (A Random Variable) 
Expected value of z. . 
l.V 
and Pr(t. ) are co:nvolute·ct by means. o.f generating func-1v 
tions for all i an.. d v to find. ·pr·(z... ·.).· ,· where z .: . is the random variable . . · .... ·. l,V l.V 
describing· us.ag_e· durit1g -1e·ad time:. Then r. , the .reorder point· for · · iv · 
· 
• I ,...__ 
_,..., I 
~ ,; . ' - ..., . procuring item. :i. from vendor v is .defined by the relat·ion: 
Pr(z. > r .. ) < 1 - BRI'A l.V 1V - - (1) 
-
.. Where r. is an. ·integ~r- number of paJ.-1..e.t-s. 1V 
Let z. be the expected value of· z·..... and ss. be the number :of ~ .iv ·iv 
· ·. · · 
pallets of safety. stock. required ·if item i. were to be. obtained from 
vendor v-. As show above r. was set ,with respect to BETA, the per-iv 
··· 
cent of demands to be filled from inventory, and on the· average only 
-
ziv will be c.o.n-s:Ullled'. during -·a.-. :lead t·ime. Therefore, we may calculate 
' ss. by: 
1V 
ss = 
. . 1V · 
. - + [r. - z. ] iv 1V 
where [ ]+ indicates rounding up , 
















Rounding is required in this expression as ss . and r. are inte-1 v 1V 
-
. gers, but zi v is a positive real number. Rounding up is used because 
-this gives a more conservative figure for the safety. stock. It should 
be noted that rounding up places a lower bound of one paJ.let on the 
am.01.mt of safety stock, another conservative measure. 
Now let ~v be th~.;_~u~tity of item i to -be ordered from vendor 
·-v. 
· Then Q(~v), the expected annual procurement co$t. for ,~v' can 









·= C'. •D 
. 1V i 
D. 
1 ( . ·>· 
-
1 F + S .. · 
~V · 1V 
-
-
-= R:•c.·_ •. _ (fa._. )/ ·2 +. ss. ) 1V · .. ,_V ., 1V 
-
n1c. oo . 
__ 1_v L x•h(x). 
D. 
1 x=r. iv 
where Il. is the implied cost of a stock out 1 
from setting BETA, the minimum percent of de-
mands to be filled from inventory, and h(x) . 
represents the probability of x pallets being 
Overstock · 
O•D. 
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. where L . 
lV 
•... 
(p •ss. )/DELTA SS lV -- (3:r) 
- -
riv 
· :2.•H •D. L/ ·ss . 'l. (x -L. )h(x) {3g) -·· 
~v x=L. iv lV 
L, 
= r. 
-J.V ss. lV 
It will be noted that equations 3a, 3b, and 3c are similar to 
those fotmd in the familar Wilson model. Equation 3d, the shortage 
cost, is derived by Kingsley, [ 3 ] and is similar to methods used by 
Hadley and Whi tin [ 7 ] The remaining equations , representing the 
overstock, safety stock rental, and safety s.tock h:andling costs-, .. 
require further explanation. 
In equation 3c, the overstock c·ost O is a one time charge repre-
senting labor and co-ordination costs to work around a bottleneck 
caused by a delivery which combined with the stock on hand exceeds 
the planned capacity of the warehouse. The term (D. /a. ) is the 1 ,.v 
n1Jmber of deliveries per year of' item i from vendor v and .T. is the l 
probability of an overstock when a delivery of item i is made. In 
the adaptive model, estimates of T. can be obtained from the simula-1 
tion data. The method used is, therefore, to provide an initial 
I 
estimate of T. and to compute the percentage of overstock occurring 1 
. 
in the simulation of a year's transactions. 
' 
The new estimate of T. 
1 
is obtained by :using exponential smoothing to reduce the effect of 
• 
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,, variance in the· s,imulatit>n:. :This expre.ssion is: 
{T.) = (T.) ld • (1-A) + (PERCENT OVERST_ OCK)•A (4) 1 new 1 o 
_ -
where O<A<l, O<T<l 
- -
~quations 3f and 3g are the expected annual ~pace rental and "\. 
handling costs ~or the safety stocks. The space rental and handl j,ng 
costs for the regular. stocks are not represented in equations 3f 
thro:ugh 3g. Since these costs are not functions of qi v' they are 
added to the tot~l. cost after a vendor is selected for each feasible 
quantity by the dynamic programming algorithm. 
The space rental cost for the safety stock, also: is not a fllll.ction 
of ~ v and originally was included at the s:am~- point as· ·the regular 
stock rental cost. Howeve:r.·, the sa.fe-ty stoGk- require·ment· is a func-
tion of v. and. in particular a functiJ:>_n of the vendor'·s: lead time dis-
tribution. In. _general, large leE.td time variances are- un.desirable 
and should be discriminated agains/by the associated cC>sts of which 
the safety stock rental is a major part. 
•. Preliminary runs made in the development ·o:e the.. :adapt·ive model, 
. indicated that the procurement submodel was not sensitive· to varian·ce 
in vendor's lead times. In a sa.ng,le case, hand calculations indicated 
that _the vendor selected by the model had a higher total cost than 
other vendors who ,had smaller safety stock requirements. When the 
safety stock was reformulated as a part of Q(~v) vendor selection 
agreed with hand calculations and a general improvement of' sensitivity 
f 












It will be noted that the sa.:fety stock rental contains a variable 
DELTA in the denominator. DELTA represents the space utilization in 
- -
the .safety stock area or warehouse and will be explained later. In 
many analyses, the cost of handling the safety stock is lumped with 
the regular stock handling cost. This was found tQ be a poor approxi• 
mation when the safety stock ha.S a higher handling cost than regular 
stock due to irt~Gces.sible storage location as has· been assumed in this 
investigation .• 
'Ille: :sepa.:rate inclusio~, of this cost (equation 3g) 
. 
should also add incre$.e-.d· s.ensitivity to the variance in vendors lead 
times as the safety stock handling cost will in general be large for 
larger amounts of safety stock. 
-· 
D. Dynamj c Programming Algorithm 
The dynamic programm:ing algorithm, which determines the optimal 
policy, will now be introduced. Let ui be the equivalent warehouse 
space allocated to item i and Yi(111) be. the minimum expected cost of 
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We mq observe that the constraint a. .~ M. means that the order ,.v iv 
quantity must be _greater than or equal to the minimum order quantity 
-
specified for the item by the vendor. The minimum quantity mey be 
zero for some vendors • 
The cor;istraint ~v ~ Di is imposed to. restrict· or..der quantities 
to be no more than one year's demand, as· one year -is: the- planning hor~r~ 
zon and annual costs are used in the model. 
The constraint a. ~ r. ensures that the quantity ordered is suf-
-i. v 1V . 
ficient to return the quantity on hand back to ·the. reorder point the 
desired BEI'A percent of the time. 
+ qiv 
The constraint ALPHA < u. - ·. l needs furth~r clarification. - ALPHA, 
. the space utilization factor accounts for the phasing of deliveries so 
that the proper amount of space m.ay be 1;Lllocated in the warehouse. Thus 
the· only vaJ.ues of o. which will. be ·considered in minimizing Q(q. ) are . ~V . . 
· . 1V 
those which the. space utiliz~tiC?n ·tac:t:or in.di_c~tes. will permit the ~v 
to be stored on arrival. 
i'he values of ALPHA are based ¢~· ·th_e :£.:allowing analysis. I:f there 
are N items with safety stocks sj and order' quantities qj (j = 1, 2, 3, 
••• , N), then the maximum n11mber of spaces needed in the warehouse is 
Ass1uning that deliveries are randomly phased between 
items~ the lower bound on the regular ·stock is the average of the sum 
of the order quantities, while the safety stocks are present most- of· 
the time and this space may be considered to be allocated at the maxi-
mum amount. Thus the lower bound is :E (sj + qj/2). 
j 
In simulation 
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. studies (see Siecienski, 8), the spaces required has been found to lie 
between these bounds and ALPHA (l.O < ALPHA< 2.0) mey be substituted 
- -
- -for the 2 in the preceding expression. ~gure 2 illustrates ALPHA • 
for 2 items. 
In the case .. under consideration, backorders are not warehoused, 
•. • 
. ---*-1.. . ~ •1 but are supplied directly to the using organization. Thus it is pos-
sible for less than one-half of the maximum n1miber of 1.mits to be in ..... -.-... -.•. 
the warehouse,. ·on the average. An estimate .. o:f the upper bound on 
ALPHA in this case may be der·ive4: from the previous case where all 
" deliveries were warehoused:•. Since BETA is the minimum -perc·ent of de-
mands to be filled from inventory, the average inventory is reduced at 
most to: :BETA • 1 L ALPHA j q. . .J 
-
This: is the same as tncrea.s.ing ALPHA 
bf (ALPHA/BETA) which has a maximum ·vfil.ue of' (2/BETA)·. Tnus if BErA 
t·s .,90 ·th~n t'.he m:aximum, value of' .ALPHA ~ay be considered: to be 2/ .90 
·2· ·2·····2 -· • ! ..•... ·· .. 
.. 
In the adaptive model, the information supplie¢l 1:>y the simulation 
is utilized to find the·· correct value of ALPHA. An ·.initial estimate 
of ALPHA is provided and new estimates are obtained, using exponential 
· smoothing once again to:. re:d"Q.ce the effect of variance in the . simula-
tion. The expression :f'o:rt t·his process is: 
. .-·· 
ALPHAnew = (ALPHA01d) • (1-A) 
+ A· ( E ~v/AVER INV) 
i. 
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NOTE : STOCHASTIC DEMAND APPROXIl.fATED 
BY STRAIGHT LINES ' 
FIGURE 2 - SPACE urILI ATION FAC'I'OR 
FOR TWO IT..i.;.u.-~ 
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AVER INV is the sum of. ·all. b.eginning regular 
stock inventories for a year of simulation 
- -divided by 250, the ninnber of business days 
in the year. 
In pr.eliminary runs, it was found that the safety stock· rental cost 
was consistently· :somewhat more in the procurement planning submode! than 
the costs obtained in the simulation~ The ·cause of this ·bias was fo1md 
to be the withdrawal of safety stocks·, as should have- b~en expected. 
Since the safety stocks are con.f3_idered to be stored. in ~ separate space, 
a safety stock uti.liza.t-ioh factor, DELTA, was i:ri".troduc·ed. DELTA is 
initialized at 1.0 and adaptively updated by:. 
DELTAold = (.DELTA ) .~(·1-A.)· ·-··· new · ·· · · 
+ A. ( " NSS •.. /s:s. :tw-· .• , .. ~ 1V .... : ,· 
1 
where O < A < 1, ( i = l ,- 2 , 3 , . . . , I ) , NSS . 1V 
is the safety stock for item i in the cur-
rent policy, and SS INV is the sum of all 
the beginning safety stock .inven:t.ories for 
a year of simulation divided by ·250 .• 
As noted :previously, dyne.mi c progra:mmi ng is used to find ~ v the 
optimal order quantity to be ordered from vendor v for each i resulting 
in the minimum cost Y. (u.). Suppose wI is the total warehouse spa_ ce 1· 1 
- for I items and~ is space associated with Y1(~} for the_ first item. 1 
• : . ' ' . .. ... ... . .. 
#The ranking of items does not affect the solution. 
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Then w I-l = w 1 - '1i is the space· available for the remaini~g I-1 items. 
Let r1 (w1 ) 
t 2 (w2 ) is: 
.• 
be the minimum cost fllllction associated with item.1. 
- -
and the gene.ral functional equation is: 
f. ( w. ) = MIN {( Y. ( 1L.. ) J. 1 l. .l 
. u. 






. It is necessary to compute 'l'C(w:1), the total annual cost for 
handling, warehousing an.a:. ··p_rQc.-ur..ement for each: feasible warehouse siz_~ 
sum of the foil.owing annua.l :cc.>s:ts.: 
Regular stock handling cost = 
D r· 
- ~ i f (x - L. )h(x)l 
. a. X 1 v 'J l. -:i..v =Liv 
where L. = r. - ss ... 1V 1V 1V 
Regular stock rental co.st ·= .P(w1 
• 
Procurement cost = ~ Q( ~ v> 
J. 
.~en the optimal value of TC (wt) is : 
TC(w1). = MIN TC(w1) 
WI 
- E ss. > 
• l. V 1 
wh~re w1 r~ge_s over the feasible warehouse 

















Finally, the optimal values of a. , ss. and v ~ be found by a 
-iv. iv 
backward pass through the values associated with w~ for aJ l items. These 
' -q11anti ties in addition to the reorder point r. for vendor v for each 1V 
i, form the output from the procurement .submodel which are used in the 
simulation submodel. 
E. Simulation Submodel 
The simulation submodel re:pres:ents' the procurement system which 
was ·defined at the. beginning ·of this :en.apter and interacts with the 
planning submo:~q.~l as just des.crib~d.. S-in.ce this material has been al-
ready covered in· ·detail, it ·wollld ·b.e, ·re.dµI).:~~t· to cover it at this point. 
However, the.re are se-veral feattire:S- -qr· tne: :simulation submode! which 
-
have not been explained. 
Demands are drawn from ·the Pois·son qi_st·rib·uti·on, wh.ile le~d times 
are drawn from either the normal or the ga.mroa distri"t>µ.tions according 
to the vendor. 'l'b.e~·e: ·d.i.stributions are generated $y subroutines com-
monly used in. simulation work. The sources of. these ·subroutines and 
· comments on thei.r appiication are contained in Appendix A for reference. 
The convolµtion program in the procurement planning submodel re-
quires that the lead time sample distribution be in the form of a dis-. 
crete probability distribution. ·This function is performed by sorting 
the generated lead times (including the initi-al estimate) and calcula-
. 
ting the probability of occurrence for each lead time based on the 
curre~t sample. This process occurs at the end of each simu1ation 
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Orders are generated in t·h·e ·simulation submodel on the basis of the 
inventory position in relation to __ the reorder, ,pain:~ riv' for each item. 
The inventory position is defined as the amount on order, plus the in-
ventory on hand minus the amount back ordered. The relationship of' / 
. 
. 
these quantities is shown in Figure 3 • 
As can be seen in the figure, use or the inventory position to 
trigger an order ensures that orders will continue to be piaced even 
. 
. 
though the previous order has not been received. I:f the inventory on 
hand were used f'or this purpose, th._e- need for ordering could not be 
sensed during the time that the inventory was below the. reorder point.-
In the case under consideration, backorders are perndtted and there i:s 
-
no initial information on the variance of the vendor's lead time. Tnus: 
situations can easily arise,- ·when. it is necessary to re:orcier b~fore the 
previous order has arr~ved.. This point will be discussed. in mor.e detail.. 
in Chapter III., whe~.- :·d.evi.at:f:ons .:f'rolil the theoretical pas.is of the :pro-
curement planning submode·l ·are qis·cus·s.ed. 
F. Collection of Statistics 
Statistics. are collected. in, bt>.th· the procurement plann~~g submodel 
• and the simulation submodel. The purpose of these statistics 1S: 
1. Provide sufficient information to ensure that the· 
model is operati~g properly. 
2. 
3.· 
Provide the data from simulations to meet the goals· 
previously stated. 
Provide data on certain aspects of the model noted· 
during development that are interesting and furnish 
.. , . 
. .;, . 
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FIGURE 3- RELATION OF THE INVENTORY POSITION TO THE . 
INVENTORY ON HAND 
•• :. ' '• • I 
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· .. · 
further insight into·t.be' model and the environment 
it represents. 
- -The scheme used in collection was to s11mmarize the statistics into 
tables with colimm headings that would readily identify the data. · There 
are eight different tables of this type and an example of each is con-
tained in Appendix :B for reference. The Fortran coding o:f the· program 
provides a listing of every transaction in the simulation. However, 
these listings are· vol1nninous and are chiefly useful for debugging.-
In the simulation runs, output of this data. i.s. :suppresse·d.- in favor of· 
the tabular s11IDmaries. 
G. Program Size and Execution 
... 
As noted in Chapter .I , the dyna;mi c programm:i·ng: aigor,i thm. is 
1imi ted by core $ize and execution requirements. Additional core is 
required for coll.ecting statistics and. P:~.ssing information between the -.-, .. ·,, 
submode.ls .of ·the ~doptive model. S:i:nce core size a.n-d ~-~e.cution depen:d. 
upon the ni_rmb.t=r o.f ven:dors ancl .items, the. program was restricted te>. 
two items and four vendors in order to facilitate the investigation. 
Execution was performed on a PDP-10 in time sharing mode, re-
' quiring 21K of core, and fr~m .2.5 to 1 .• 0 minute.s of CPU time per year 
of planning. 
32 "! • \.~ .. 
















THE MODEL AND ENVIRONMENT · 
f 
A. Purpose 
· The purpose of this chapter is to analy .. ze pertinent ·a~pects of the 
model in relatio11ship to the environment as a basis for the sinn1J ation 
experiments. As a cons:¢:quence of service level considerations, another 
mode of operating the -model will be developed., 
B. Vendor Characteri.zation 
It was noted in the description of the simulation submodel that .. 
lead times a.re drawn from the normal and _gamma distributions. These. 
' 
distributions are frequently used to represent stochastic lead times 
-
since, with appropriate choice: of _paramete·r·s, real world conditions 
can be often .a.pprozj.ma.te:d.-
Hadley and Whitin 17] {p_,. 203): ol:)s.erve the;t the gamma distribtitiC>t1 
is particularly suita.bie for- ·thi·s: use as. ·t}le shape can be varied to f':i.t 
a variety of empirical distributions. 
f';--- ' • 'f 
Vendors will be assumed to b.e characterized by their lead ti:m.~ 
distributions and ~nimum. order quantities (MOQ). Four vendors wil.l 
\ be considered in the s.imulat;ion with the lead time distribution and 




... · .. i'.'.:~. ., . Vendor Distribution - ', MOQ 
1 Normal 
~gh 
. 2 Gamma High 
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To create a com.pet! ti ve situation between the vendors !t the normal .,':.•!,·\ ;'' " 
,, distribution will be chosen with a variance smaller than the gamma 
- -distributior1 and the modal values of the two distributions will be 
set to the same value. 
~,~ 
, a In this scheme, the normal distribution of' lead time, with its 
syrranetry and smaller variance, will be considered to represent. a ven-
,dor ,with ·a well controlled operation. Conversely the vendor with a 
gamma distribution of lead time will be considered to have more vari-
ability in his operation r~sulting in a greater variance of deliveries •. 
The unit and s:etup costs of the vendor with normally distributed ·le:ad. 
times are i,lIIputed to· be ._higher, due to the costs of scheduling and 
control, tha.p. the: ·c'o·sts of' the vendor with- ·the- gattn:na .qj.stributiot1 .o~ 
The MOQ: vaiue· "C~an be analyzed in. a .sflililar -maµrie:r .- Tb:e higher , 
value of :MQQ imp:li·es :a ·vendor opera.ting at a 11'.igher 1e:ve·1 of production 
resulting in lower 1.1nit .. costs_, b·ut .. higlJ.er_ set up cost·s due to the com-
plexity of factors such. a,s, schedul.:ing: men and machirie$. While the 
lower value of MOQ {ass~~4 t;o:: p:.e :zero) indicates .a. vendor with a 
. 
. 
smaller vol,nne which results i.n. ·.hi.gher unit costs, :but a more flexible 
operation resulting in lower setup cos.ts. 
. I Now by combining the relative costs associated with the lead t:iine 
I I 




VENDOR 1 > VENDOR 2 > VENDOR 3 · > VENDOR 4 (15) . 
. .. i 
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·. 
unit cost: 
VENDOR 2 < VENOOR 1 < VENDOR 4 < VENDOR 3 (16 ) 
- -These relative cost positions will be maintained throughout the 
. 
simulation. Although ·in s_ome cases the strict inequality may be 
changed to a ~ condition to explore sensiti vi t:y. It is not claimed. 
·~ A, 
- • 
that this method of analysis universally true, but that it is ·rea.~ona.'ble 
in the context of the previous assumptions. 
The modal values of the gama and the normal.. 'distributions are 
set to the same value: to create ~ competitive -situation in which the 
.. vendor is assumed to act in :hj_s ·b.es.t interest. ·When asked for an esti-
mate of his average lea4 tim~·-, -thre.e di:r:ferent concepts. _ma,y occur to 
-the vendor. These a:re the mod¢:, ,mean and median. For a. ·-S,~etric dis-
tribution s.uc~ as tne ·normal, th~se va.:Lu.e·s are identical.. However, the 
•i gamma is s:keve,d to the right which makes the relative ~agnitude: 
. mode· < media.ti < mean (1r7) 
Since the-, mode is tlle, smallest of the three measures, it would 
be in the best .interest of the vendor to supply this value as the 
estimate. It is presumed that the vendor as an independent entrepreneur 
will realize that the shorter lead time is more attractive to a poten-
tial customer, and will hope that if a contract is obtained, the cus-
tomer will not discern that the mean lead time is a larger figure. 
It is recognized that in the long run the larger mean and vari-· 
ance of' the gamma distributions selected should discriminate against 
selecting vendors with this lead time distribution. However, this 
. . 
•.· 
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'·· 
been imputed.. .The ability of the model to discriminate among these 
factors is one objective of th.is thesis. It is believed that an ef-
- -
fecti ve measure of this di·s.t~:ri-mination is th~ p_eriod taken for stability 
in vendor selection and the. variation in: .:Pe.:riod.s. and vendors between 
simulation runs. 
. . ... 
- .... 
The following exam.:pl.e 'i·:s: provicled. ·tc:>c pre·sent a. clearer picture of 
the relative means and. va.ria.nc~s. of ·the no·rmal and gamma distributions 
that will be used.:, 
The p_t-ob:abi1ity :·t:l.e_n$i;'ty function f(x.) of the gamma di'Stributio,n· 
is given in-~ probability texts s11ch as Meyer. £9 ) The flmction is: 
( ) b ( )K-1 -bx f x = (K-l)!bx _e -(18) 
with mean E(x) = .K.tr:, {19) 
and vari·.anc~ \T(x:J ._;:.: .K-/b:2 
.(20) 
Since f(x) is -un-imodal an_d. :~ontinuous, 'the mode. may, ·oe :fol.Uld by: 
f' = (K-1) (bx)K-2-{bx)K-l = O 
... b = (K-1)/x 
(21) 
. (22) 
let k=4 and the compe.tj;"ng normal di~t.ri-1).ut,ion be n {15 ,9). As 
the modes are chosen to b~- equal, the mode. 9f-: the· ga.mma will be 15. 
... b = (4-1)/15 = .2 {23) 






E(x) = K/b = 4/.2 ·= .20:-. 
, I 
























It will be noted that the mean and variance have been controlled 
by selecting the value of K. This parameter is not constrained to be 
' 
. 
an integer, but we will u:se ··integer values for convenience of compu-
tation. 
C. Demand Characterization 
·, 
The annual demand for each item is assumed to be known with a 
.daily .demand that is Po_isson: distributed. Thus the mean daily ·demand 
is the anIIual: o.emand divi.ded by 250, the _number of business deys. This 
·completely specifici·.es ·the Poi~son distribution, .a: ·,di·s:tribution with 
only one p~ameter- whi.ch. i·s e·qua.l t.o both th:e .. me&1. and t.:ne· vari·ELI1ce • 
It is felt that a Poiss:ofi distributed demand is ·reas:on·able for . . - -. - . . . . . ' . .- .... 
the system we have mode1ed.., s-in·ce.: t,h~ distribution is: .discrete ana t~~ 
probability of demands for· IJ1q~e than one unit woul:d, be relati ve.ly 
small. ·ni~_·c,~etenes.:s is important sin:~e we a.~e cons:idering demand·s·: for 
paJ Jet loads , ·a :.relatively large a.mount , :in: a $yst.em that. ·performs 
•. 
,a·. 
transactions·· .once: .e-a.c·h day. Annual demands will be, cons.i-dere:d ·in. ·the· : . . -. . . . ... · . . - . 
range up ·t:p 250 pallets, which limits demands to ~: .IILe.~ of .-one each d.a;y.-
Thus demand$ tor more than one p~J:Jet should ·oc·cur relatively inf;re-
quently and can be considered to be peak. demands caused by factors such 
as phasing of demands for multi-user items or peaks in _production. It 
~s felt that some peaking of this sort wiJ.l occur in most industrial 
situations if transactions are recorded on a daily basis. Poisson dis-
tributed dema.nds with larger means are easily envisioned, but will not 
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D.· Theoretical Considerations 
It should be pointed out that the use of the Poisson distribution 
to represent demands is an~infringement on the theoret1.cal basis of 
the model, since the re·order point may be overshot by demands of wo 
more pallets-. l:n th.e$.e cases ·the usage during lead_ time is increased 
by the amount· of the over·sr1oqt. For example, if the inventory level 
. 
. is one pall.et above the reorder .point, and a demand of two pallets oc-
curs, then the usage during lead time will be increased by one pallet 
which was not ctonsidered in the convolution of :lead time and demand 
distribution.s. 
However, as s.t:~te:d, i_:n: the :ptevious section,_ the. mean daily demand: 
-will be limi te.·d to·, .on.e .uni-t .• :The · probabil.i.ty ;qf two or more uni ts 
being ·demazi::decl with ~- Pois·son- distribution with. 'Iiie·ari:- of 1 is • ·2642 and· 
·the, probability de.creases for ·smalle:r l11eans. Th.is ·1lmi_t:s the effect 
of demand pea.ks,. 
When discµssi.ng the us-e: .C5'f: ·th~ :i._nventory po:si t-ton for triggering: 
orders, it .. w-~ po.inte·a out t_h~t i:t is possible to b.ave more than one:: 
order outstanding. 'It is :common to ignore tllis possibility in de-ve.1--
.. 
oping a model since it i:s -difficult to b.andle mathematically. A 
further complexity is the· possibility that the first· order placed may 
not be the first order delivered. This phenomenon is commonly refer-
red .to as order crossing. 
. -~ .... \ 
There are several conservative features in the method of setting 
the reorder point that will tend to offset the preceecli~g deviations. 
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Recall from Chapt·er I.I ·that. ·the reorder point is defined by the 
relation: 
- -Pr(z.. > r. ) S 1 - BE'rA iv iv . (26) 
Since the usage is in integral .Pallet loads, the probabilities 
associated with ea.ch s:ucceeding usage during lead time ( zi v) change 
considerab:1 ,r.~ Thus:: the. ·case {Pr(~ .. > r ... · .. ) = 1 - BETA} is realized ~ · · iv iv 
· infrequently·.. Thi$ ·erffecti vely rais·~s the service level (BETA)_ above 
that s.et by man~gement., S-µppos.e BETA is. -.950. The probability· of 
us.ing. ·1,0 ;un'i-t-s during.' ·a :le~d time mey be .. 9.47 ,and the probabilj ty ,of 
'u.$.i~g 11 unit:s. may be . 955. Thus ll units would be· chos,en as the. 
:re.order :p·.oi.nt (r. ) raising BETA to .95·5 •. iv 
A sr:µn.ple of 20 different demands· and-, 6 di,:f'feren.t 'lead. t·imes for 
-.¢·.~Gh ·d.ema.nd was ,t_aken t,o illustrate th-i·s po.int. The· ·cles·ired BEI'A was 
again .·950. !n the sample (120 points) the rn~·an-. 'probab·i:l.ity at the 
reorder _point was .9648 with variance .OQ88. 
Another conservative feature of the. model is' t:tr~: f3·atety ·:s:t,oqk 





rr. - z. ]+ t 1V lV ( 27.) 
As noted in Cb.-apt_e:r II, the romiding up incr~ases the amount of 
. 
I the safety stock. by a fraction of a pallet and places a lower bound 
ot one pallet on the amomit of safety stock. 
·, 
Since the net effect of these conservative methods and the stated 
deviations would be difficult to handle analytically, data on the devi-















E. Service Level Definition 
In the development of the moc:l.el. :a.nd th.e preceding section, the 
- -
service level has been considered .. s·t.ri:ctly .as a function of the prob-
ability of a stockout during a lead time. This definition is well 
suited to the dynamj c programming ~·gori thm, since the reorder point 
(riv) can be set independe11tly of·· .the order quantity (~v). Further 
. 
interaction between riv and %.vis not necessary in the algorithm 
except quanti·t·ies are not considered which viol.ate.. the constrai.nt 
a. >r .. 
~v- J.V 
Hence, ·the var:ious· .fe:as:ib·le ·order· -quantities can_ b·~- ,considered 
wi tbout recomputing th·e :reorder _point :a.nd the asso¢i'a.ted safety stock . 
. .,. 
-
This provides ·cons_ide·rabl~- savings iif colilputa.t.ion an.d ·.simplicity in. 
the model. 
However, the:: .se:rvice ··level provi4~:'(l ip .not, ent-irely realistic . 
.. from an operat:ional vi.e~Jlbi.pt. 'I'}le- service -lev:el is a management 
variable wh:ich is ·dep:¢;ndent .. upon a degree of judgment. While mode'l:s. 
such as used in this thes-is can be constructed so that costs and other 
factors can be comp.axed at various levels of service, it is claimed 
that the service· level chosen by management will still be affected by 
factors which are intangible or in some other manner beyond the scope 
• 
of the model. From this viewpoint, ·it :$ee:ms more reasonable to define 
the service level d~iµg the entire ·pe·riod of ope_r~tions, as the 
should find this definition closer to his perspective than 














Therefore, the service level for e'.ach item will be computed on 
an annual basis. in the simulation by: 
·r . 
- -
number of demands for the i te!!lS in the year filled from inventory 
. .. 
total n11mber of demands for the item in the year (28) 
This expression will define the service level based on demand (BETAdem) 
to differenti·a.te from th~ service level. ... b~_se.d on days (BETAd ) which 
eys 
will be defined by: 
:BETA days= 
n1DDber of days .. -~n. the year demands are met for an item 
250 (29). 
where 250 is- the .n1nriher of business ·days in the year • 
The latter defin-itio1t ·of service level was not cons-i·dere.d. i.n_ the 
construction ,of: the· mode.J_.· However, the percentage of days t~at demand 
.~ 
was met i.S: ::some:ti:tnes i-~·qµe.·sted by managers to gain further ins:i.ght into 












FIGURE 4 - SIMPLIFIED OBDER CYCLE 
. Figure 4 shows the relationships of the order quantity (q. ) , 
· lV 
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This f_igU.re is s·implifiecl for purposes of· explanation and assumes that 
only one o_:r.der can be open at a time, an assumption which will be re-
- -tained in the following an~sis • .I~ will be notea- that t 1 represents 
the time from deli very of one. o:r.der tmti-1 a+i.bthe·r· order is placed 
and t 2 represents the lead: time:~ 
Demands, sllo:uld always l;>e .fillell ·from inventory in. ·t·ime segment t 1 
and BETA ·perce.nt: of the demands in time segment ~2,. Therefore, th.e 
service leve-1 du.ri.ng· the entire cyc·Ie (BETA .. ) is:. 
. . cy· 
BETA = 
cy 
t + BEI'A•t 
l 2 
·='BETA+ tl + t2 
• •. BETA ~ BETA, :as_· ·-B.E'I'/l ~- .l cy 
-c31) 
k bas an associate'd ·(BETA ·)· • Th.· .. _·.·_.us·  we_·: c_-_._·an_·._. f ..·._.i-nd·-_. ·an_·_··-... ,e.···_vn.· .. · ... · r_· .e_·s ...'.s_··_.ion_ .· ... f.._ ..o.r_-. · · ·. · ·_ · · cy k. · ~~r 
BETAd : em 
..... 
1.. 
And since (BEI'Acy)k ~ BETA. ;t'q:r all k ve mey write 
BETAd ~ BETA. em . 
F. The Adaptive BETA Mode 
These relations for different defini_ti-ons of the service level -
suggest another mode for operating the adaptive model. Since BETA~. 
u.em 
~ BETA, it mey be desirable to operate the model so that BEn'A is suc-
cessively reduced until BETAd approaches the desired service level. em 
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tially h_igher in the early years when info1'Dl.ation on the vendor's lead. 
time i~ inadequate. 
._ .... : .... 
This method of operation will be ·termed the beta adaptive mode and 
will operate under the following rules. Let BETA ·be the desired ser-
vice le.vel as previously defined. Now define the effective service 
,, level (BETAef'f')i where i represents any item i (-i = 1,2,3 ••• ,I). In 
the first year, let .. (BETAeff)i = BETA for all:: i. At the end of each 
simulated year fqrzn the :following dif'fere:rrce·: 
DIFF. = (.BETAd··· .... ··)·-..• -. , ... '.(···.BETA .... f .. f.:.)· .·.•· 1. · · ·· · ··· em· 1 · · · · ·· · e .. _ · .1 
If: 
And: 
(BETAd ) • < BETA em.1 
ss. > 1 iv-
= 0 otherwise 
. 
Then form a new ,value of (BETA ) . by:· 
· · eff 1 
BET.AMl = 1 ~ OLD (BETA .ff) . 
.. · · · e .. ·i 
NEW .BETAMl = OLD -_-BETAMl + E•DIFF. 
1. 
-
NEW ( BETA f+') . = l - NEW BETAMl e ~ 1 · (38) 
where O < E < l 
Then use NEW (BETAeff)i as the ~lue of ~ervice level for item i 
in the procurement submodel for the next year's computations. 
The first constraint (34) on DIFF. forces it to zero if the ob-. 1 
served service level based on demand is less than the desired service 
: ...... 
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level. This c_ o.· .nf:ltraint also fo~ces DIFF. to zero if (BETAd ) . < 
· -- ·:1 em· i 
(BETAeff} i, since BETA ~ (BETAeff) i. The· effective service level will 
--be reduced incrementally· until DIFF. is consistently ·forced to zero. i 
. 
A lower bound on the effective service level ree;ults from the 
·constraint ss. ~ 1. Recall from Chapter II that·.:· 1V 
ss. = [r. - z. ] + 
· :.iv · .iv iv 
ReGaJ] alsb· that the= t--eorq·er.. quantity ( qi v) is con_s·trained by: 
( 39.) 
r .. -lV '(4Q .. ) 
+ 
if ss. = 1, q. > [i.] 1V iv - 1V (4i) 
-
. + 
The constraint q. ~ [i. ] is required to prevent the accumul·a- ,., iv · 1V 
tion of baqkorders. If q. were les$ ·than iv [ z. ] + by say one unit, iv 
then on the average one more unit will be used during -a. ·lead time than 
will be delivered at th:e end .of the lead time •. 
It is planned. to· perform simulation .runs in t:he ;nprmal mode wh·ere 
:, 
BETA is fixed ( fixed beta. mode) and in the a,dapti-ve: :b·eta mog_e i:n orae·r 
to compare: 
1. Total cost 
. 2. Service levels 















A. Initial Conditions 
The inventory was initializ·ed. :at the reorder point for each item 
in the first year of simulation. Tlrus: an order is- placed the firs~ 
time an item is ·demanded. This· approach was taken ta .maintain a con-
./ 
. sistent starting condition and ·to a.void biasing the results of the 
first year's simulation. It· i.$ ~pparent that starting with inventory 
greater than tp.-~i reor·der 'Po.int will provi.de a higher ini tia.1 service 
level, while: s·t"-arti-n._g the-·· i·nventory below the reorder point will lower 
-
There ~e: three para.meter£? iti ·the: in.ode .. l. which are ·init.ia.liz·ecl e.t 
.. estimated values a.h·d are changed to new estimates ·based on information 
provided by the· .f3·imulat·-ion.. TJ:re.se parameter·s w.ere initialized at ·the. 
values l·ist.e.d below •. 
ALPHA .= :~.o (Space util·iz~;t:_i_on factor for regular. st·.ock) 
DELTA = 1.0 (Spac~ utilizatl·on factor for safety stock) 
T. = 1. 0; i = l, 2 (Pr.obabili ty .of an overstock when i te~ l. 
·\, i · is received} 
The model contains two para.meters which are set at the discretion 
of- the user.. Unless otherwise noted, the ·following values will be used 
. for these parameters. 
A = 0 .1 ( Coefficient used in e.x:ponential smoothing of 
ALPHA, DELTA and T. ) 
1 
E = 0.5 (Coefficient used in adaptive bet~ mode) . 
.. 
,,: " .. 
' ' ' 
·'' 
,·:, 
The mean demand for item l· vas set at •. 6 pallets per day and 
the mean demand for item 2 was set at • 2~ pallets per day. The rela-
- -
tive magnitudes of the demands were chosen so that: 
1. The· demands for items 1 and ·2 would be relatively 
different. 
2. There would be a de.finite probability o~ two or 
... more items being demanded in a day to retain the· 
desired effects of demand peaks. 
3. The greatest demand would be well within the limi:t· 
. •. 
of 1.0 pallet per day selected to restrict the ef.: ... 
feet of 2· -o_r more -·uni ts be,ing demanded. 
The exact values of demands were ch.osen arbi trari~:- so tl:;ia.t the 
relative magnitude requirements were met. 
Appendix C cqnt:13.iI.ls. a ·s,munary of cost:s, number of :wiit·s_·per pallet 
and minimum oro.:er qua.nti ties. Various unit and vendo,r setup costs are 
used to ·expl:or·e .s:ensi ti vi ty. Tb.ese costs are tapµlat.ed in Appendix C 
according- to .cost profile n,11JDbers. The lead time estimate: chosen was 
'· 15 days. The lead time: df:s--t:ributions are s1Jmmarized in Table 2 and . . .· .. - . -~ .. 









' Distribution of Lead Time 
. 
. normal; .var = 9, mean = 15 
ga.m.na; var= 100, mean= 20 
normal; var = 9 , mean = 15 
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B. Selection of Seeds 
· Each simulation run was started with a different seed and new 
- -seeds were generated duri_ng the run by a return :from the random ninnber 
generator. Starti~g seeds were selected at approximately 50 year 
I . ' intervals from a te:st simulation, to avoid repetition of sequences 
where a run was performed for 20 years. The same set of starting 
,, seeds· were used throughout th·es.e ·experiments. 
· In the first year servi-c~e level experiment, $eeds were save·d 
at the end of each sample to start the next sampl_e,. 
C. Number of Simulation Runs 
The n11mber of simulation :rllris was select,ed. by examjning the vari-
-ances of the me·a.n total planned and total simµla.ted costs. Tb·e mean 
costs were computed tor tl:ie twenty year peri:od in a run and it w·as: 
found that after ten _runs· the variance~ wer.e :no longer -in·creas'.ing. 
Therefore, it was decided to p.~r:for.m. t·en runs wider- each experimental. 
. . 
. . 
condition, _except for the ti.rst ,year of· se:rvi:ce experiment which is 
described below. 
D. First Year Service Results 
Since the initial information on- lead time has been restricted 
,to an estimate of th~ average, the service level during the· first 
year is of special interest. Samples ·or 500 simulations of the first 
year were run on each item for desired service levels of .90 and .95. 
Histograms of the observed service levels based on demand are shown 
in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. Three replications of the experiment were 
run with similar results. 
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DESIRED SERVICE IB\1E.T-' = • 90 
MPAl'l OF OBSERVED SF.RVICC LE\lETS = .941 





























































FIGURE 5 - FIRST YFAR SERVICE LL-vEtS FOR r11M 1 
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DESIRED SERVICE LEVEL = • 90 
i1FAN OF OBSER\1ED SERVICE L~lEIS = .965 
VAPJ:ru~CE OF OBSER\7ID SERVICE LEVELS = .002 
SERVICE lU1BER OF 
IEvEL OBSERVATIOtJS 





• 780 1 X 
.800 3 X 
.820 1 X 
.840 10 xx 
.860 10 xx 
.880 22 xxxx 
.900 24 xxxxx 
.920 25 xxxxx 
.940" 44 }C{XXXXXXX 
.960 60 }C{XXXXXX)~ 




























DESIRED SERVICE I.Ev.EL = • 9 5 
i1E'A!'J OF OffiERVrn SER\!ICE LEVELS = .948 
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OF.SIRED SERVICE LEVEL= .95 
1-iFMJ OF OBSERVED SEWICE bt:"\1ELS = .962 
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In this exp~;:;riirierit-i 5Q >·percent of the ·observed service levels 
were greater than the des:ired service level (BETA) and 95 percent of 
- ·-the observed service levels. were greater ·thar1 .9 BETA. A_ greater 
\ probability of achieving the desired service level in the first year 
could be obtained by inflat-ing the value of :BETA -supp.lied to the model. 
This approach would prov-ide ·a· .90· level or· service 87. 7 and 93. 8 per-
cent o·f ·the· time for ±·tems l and ·2 ·respectively i:zi- the given samples, 
. ~-
if the value of BETA were inf'la"t;~d from •. 90 t·o •. 95_ .• 
E. Stability Results 
It will be recalled troni Ch.a.pter :·rrr· that· tli:e -~riterion· :Co.r sta-
bility was chosen as a test: of r1.µ1.s on vendor selecti:on at a ·• 05 level 
-
of significance. seiection of tbe .sa.Iile vendor for :e:igbt consecutive 
years (see Dtmca.nf6]) is evidence of non•rand9m influence which is 
interpreted as a ,s;table condi.t:fon: in our c.as·e.,. 
Stabili·.ty results- t:J.r.e. displayed in t·abular·, form with. ¢ntrie1:; of 
the number of' years require.d to achieve stability in '8. simulation run 
and the associated vendor.. ·rn case-s where another ·vendor was selected \, 
af'ter eight consecutive selections of the indicated. yendor, an asterisk 
is inserted by the entry. If stability was not achie.ved in the twenty 
year period of a simulation, das·hes are entered in the table. 
Table 3 shows stability results f'or item 1 in the fixed beta mo:de 
for three· different setup costs (cost profiles 1, 2 and 3) with .90 
and .95 desired service levels. No significant changes occur between 
different conditions in this table. The same conditions are repeated 
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profile columns in this: table. ·The ·-relative ch~ges in· s·etup costs 
were greater for item 2 than item 1. Thus it is concluded that vendor·· 
-selection is sensitive to relatively l~rge changes in setup costs. 
Tables 5 and 6 show stability .results for the same conditions 
as Tables 3 an_d 4 except that ·tlle ad~pti ve beta mode was employed. 
The col11mns for~ the same service level have no s_ignificant differences 
I even for item 2, indicating decreas~d sensitivity to ~etup. costs. 
However, it will be noted that there ·is a marke4. in··crea.s.e :in selec-
tion of vendor .1- ·at the .95 service level as oppos·ed to the .90 ser-
vice level. :'l'h-is. is interpreted as a preference for a smaller mean 
and variance in le,ad ti-me at a ·ht~er service level. This preference 
-is displayed to a lesser ,degre.e ,in T:ab.les :4 and 6. where vendors 1 
and 3 are more prominent at the .,95· se_l;Y).ce level than the .90 level-. 
A greater differentiation will b.e observed be.tween ·Ta.bl.es ._3 a.rid, 
4 and Tables 5 and 6· respectively.. Vendors ·1 a.nd 3 prevail in, the. 
entries of Tables 3 -a.nd 4, while vendors 2 and '4 prevail in the en-
tries of Tables 5 and 6. This is interpreted a.s the preference for 
the smaller mean .and. variance of the normal lead time distributions. 
in the fixed beta mode and a preference for the larger mean and 
variance of the. gamma lead time distributions in the adaptive beta 
mode. These preferences are explained l:>Y the effective service levels 
in the respective modes. As shown in ·Chapter III, the effective ser-
vice ,level is' higher in the fixed beta mode than in the ad.apti ve beta 
mode. The model chooses the smaller le.ad time mean and variance to 
maintain the higher service level, although t~e vendor cost is higher, 
53 
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in the fixed beta mode. The l~ger· mean and variance of the. gamma ·dis-
tributed lead times are not a constraint to the service levels in the 
-adaptive beta mode and the lower costs make these vendors attractive. 
These factors will be further verified by the service level and cost 
results· ( sections F and G) • 
Tables 7, ·8, 9 and 10 show stability :.d.at:a -for ·three values of· 
'A,, ·the -coeffici'·ent ·used in e·4Ponentia.l · smoothing of the space factors 
and· probabilities· of overs;tocking. It will be observed that there 
. is no signif'ical);t varia.tion between the columns for the same service 
level wi~hin each. table, indicating a robustness in the :in.Qdel for the 
value of A. A comparison .o.f Tables 7 and 8 ( fixed beta mode) to 
-Tables 9 and 10 (adaptive beta ¢q.de). shows the same vendor preferences 
noted previously ( Tables 3· ~ 4., :5 and 6) for each mode. Vendors 1 and 
3 prevail in the :fixed bet.a mode while vendors 2 and 4 prevail in the 
adaptive beta mode .• 
A comparison c>"f vendor selection for s,ma.ll changes in unit :c'.ost:s 
is made in Table ll for the fixed beta mode :and ·in Table 12 for the. 
adaptive beta mode. It is claimed that there are differences between 
the vendor's selected ·to:r each comparif:lOn :in Table 11. For example, 
item 1 at ·.90 servi.ce_ level has ·v~n:dor· 2 selected twice and vendor 1 
marked with an asterisk twice for cost profi~e 4, while vendor 1 is _ 
uniformly· selected without qualification for cost profile 2. Examina-
tion of item 2 in Table 12 shows more -distinctive differences. · Hence, 
it is concluded that vendor selection by the model is relatively 
~ensitive to unit cost ch~ges. 
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TABLE 3 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT SETUP COSTS 
ITEM 1 - FIXED BETA MODE 
- -
.90 SERVICE LEVEL 
.95 SERVICE LEVEL 
COST COST ·· COST COST COST COST P~OFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE 1 2 3 1 2 3 
YR-VEND YR~VEND YR-VEND YR~VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
10-1 10-1 14-1 9-1 9-1 14-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 
· 13-1 9-1 10-1 9-1 9-1 10-1 9-1 9-1 9-2* 9-1 9-1 9-1 17-1 14-1 9-1 10-1 10-1 9-2* 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 10-1 12-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 
TABLE 4 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT SETUP COSTS 
ITEM 2 - FIXED BETA MODE 
.90 SERVICE LEVEL 
~95 SERVICE LEVEL 
COST COST COST 
PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE 
1 2 3 
COST COST COST 
PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE 
1 2 3 




12-1* 14-4 9-3 10-3 10-3* 14-1 · 14-1* 14-1 
--- --- --- 14-1 11-3 11-3 9-1* 
--- 16-4 9-3 16-1 13-4 16-1* 15-3 17-4 12-1 
---
16-4* 9-3* 12-1* 13-1 
---
15-3 15-3 
--- --- 16-4 15-3 10-3 17-4 9-3* 12-3 12-4 9-3 11-3 15-3 9-3 16-4 15-1 17-1 
---
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STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT SETUP COSTS 
ITEM 1 - ADAPTIVE BETA MODE -
.90 SERVICE LEVEL .95 SERVICE LEVEL 
COST COST COST COST COST COST PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE 
. 1 2 3 1 2 . 3 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR~VEND YR-VEND 
. 
13-2 11-2 8-2 16-2 15-2 15-2 9-1* 9-1* 16-2 9-1 9-1* 9-1* 16-2 15-2 15-2 9-1* 9-1* 9-1* 10-2 10-2 8-2 12-2 12-2 12-2 14-2 14-4 14-2 14-2 13-2 13-2 8-2 · 8-2 8-2 8-2 8-2 8-2 15-2 15-2 , 14-2 9-1 9-1 9-1* 15-2 16-2 16-2 9-1* 9-1* 9-1* 
·14-2 14-2 11-2 17-2 15-2 15-2 13-2 12-2 12-2 9-1* 9-1* 9-1* 
TABLE 6 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT SETUP COSTS 
ITEM 2 - ADAPTIVE BETA MODE 
.90 SERVICE LEVEL 
.95 SERVICE LEVEL 
COST COST COST COST COST COST PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE 1 2 3 1 2 3 





12-1* 14-4 9-3 10-3 10-3* '14-1. 14-1* 1.4-1 
--- --- ---
14-l. 11-3 11-3 9-1* 
---
16-4 9-3 16-1 l.3-4 16-1* 15-3 17-4 12-1 
---





.15-3 10-3 17-4 9-3* 12-3 12-4 9-3 11-3 15-3 9-3 16-4 15-1 17-1 
---
10-3 16-3 15-1* 11-3 
---
12-3 17-3 
. . . 
r 
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STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF A 
ITEM 1 - FIXED BETA MODE - -
• 90 SERVICE LEVEL 
A= 0.1 A= 0.3 A= 0.5 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
l.0-1 10-1 10-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
13-1 13-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
17-1 11-1 11-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
.95 SERVICE LEVEL 
A= 0.1 A= 0.3 A= 0.5 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1. 
10-1 10-1 10-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
10-1 10-1 10-1 
9-1 9-1 9-1 
TABLE 8 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF A. 
ITEM 2 - FIXED BETA MODE 
.90 SERVICE LEVEL 
A= 0.1 A= 0.3 A= 0.5 




9-3 14-3 11-3 
---
14-3 10-3 
9-1* 9-3· 10-3* 
16-1* 
--- ---9-3* 9-3 12-3 
---
18-3 10-3 
9-3* 9-3 9-3 
9-3 
--- 15-3 16-3 9-3 13-3 
.95 SERVICE LEVEL 
A= 0.1 A= 0.3 A= 0.5 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
---
19-3 10-3 
14-1 17-3 14-1 
14-1 18-3 10-3 





15-3 11-1* 17-3 
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TABLE 9 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF A 
ITEM 1 - ADAPTIVE BETA MODE -
.90 SERVICE LEVEL 
A= 0.1 A= 0.3 A= 0.5 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
13-2 14-2 13-2 
9-1 9-1 9-1* 
16-2 16-2 - 16-2 
10-2 10-2 13-2 
14-2 14-2 9-1 
8-2 8-2 8-2 
15-2 15-2 15-2 
15-2 15-2 15-2 
14-2 15-2 14-2 
13-2 12-2 12-2 
.95 SERVICE LEVEL 
A = 0 .1 A = 0. 3 A = 0. 5 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
16-2 16-2 9-1* 
9-1 9-1* 9-1* 
9-1* 9-1* 9-1* 
12-2 11-2 14-2 
14-2 14-2 13-2 
8-2 12-2 12-2 
9-1 9-1* 9-1* 
9-1* 9-1* 9-1* 
17-2 18-2 10-1 
9-1* 9-1* 9-1 
TABLE 10 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFEREllT VALUES o:F- A 
ITEM 2 - ADAPTIVE BETA MODE . 
• 90 SERVICE LEVEL 
A= 0.1 A= 0.3 A= 0.5 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
.95 SERVICE LEVEL 
A = 0 .1 A = 0. 3 A = 0. 5 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
12-4 11-4 8-4 14-3 12-4 12-4 13-4 13-4 13-4 13-4 15-4 13-4 11-4 12-4 14-4 15-l~ 13-3' 15-4 14-4 13-4 13-4 17-4 16-4 16-4 9-3 10-3* 13-4 18-3 11-4 12-4 11-4 11-4 11-4 14-4 14-4 10-3 13-4 11-4 9-3* 9-3 9-3 9-3 12-4 10-3 16-4 9-3 9-3 17-4 8-4 15-4 16-4 13-4 15-3 12-3 11-4* lli-4 13-4 15-3 11'-4* l.6-4 
-
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.. 9-1 !· 
17-1 
9-1 
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TABLE 11 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT UNIT COSTS 
·FIXED BETA MODE 
ITEM 1 ITEM 2 
LEVEL .95 SERV LEVEL .90 SERV LEVEL 
• COST COST COST COST COST 
PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE PROFILE 4 2 4 2 4 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND ·YR-VEND YR-VEND 
11-1 9-1 14-1 15-4* 10-2 
13--1 9-1 11-1 9-3 19-4 
11-1 9-1 10-1 
---
9-4 10-1 9-1 15-1 9-1* 13-1 8-2 9-1 19-1 16-1* 12-4* 
13-1* 10-1 ·11-1 9-3 11-1 . 
9-1* 9-1 11-1 
---
15-3 
15-1 9-1 14-1 9-3* 
---8-2* 10-1 12-1 9-3 
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TABLE 12 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT UNIT COSTS 
ADAPTIVE BETA MODE 
ITEM 1 
-ITEM ·2 
.90 SERV LEVEL .90 SERV LEVEL .95 SERV LEVEL 






YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
13-2 8-2 16-2 11-2 12-4 8-2 9-1 14-2 9-1 12-1* 13-4 
---16-2 14-2 9-1* 14-2 11-4 10-2* 10-2 8-2 12-2 13-2 14-4 
---14-2 8~2 14-2 8-2 9-3 10-2 8-2 · 8-2 8-2 11-1* 11-4 
---15-2 13-2 9-1 11-1* 13-4 
---15-2 16-2 9-1* 14-1* 12-4 10-2 14-2 11-2 17-2 13-2 8-4 














I 17-4 10-1 
18-3 16-2* 
14-4 














STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT INITIAL VALUES OF ALPHA 
ITE?wf 1 
SERVICE LEVEL= .90 
FIXED BETA ?~ODE -
ITEM 2 
ALPHA=l.5 ALPHA=l.7 ALPHA=2.0 ALPHA=l.5 ALPHA=l.7 ALPHA=2.0 
YR-VEND Y1R-VEND YR-VEltD YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
C 
.9.-1 9-1* 10-1 11-3 13-3 . 15-3 10-1 9-1 9-1 14-3 14-3 9-3 9-1 9-1 9-1 15-3 14-3 
---10-1 9-1* 13-1 9-3 9-3 9-3* 9-1 12-1 9-1 16-1 10-3 16-1 * 9-1 9-1 17-1 9-3 10-3 9-3* 9-1 10-1 9-1 14-3 13-3 
---10-1 9-1 9-1 18-3 9-3 9-3* 10-1 9-1 9-1 11-3* 15-3 9-3 9-1 12-1 9-1 9-3 12-3 16-3 
TABLE 14 
STABILITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT INITIAL VALUES OF ALPHA 
SERVICE LEVEL= .90 
ADAPTIVE BETA MODE 
ITEM 1 ITEM 2 
ALPHA=l.5 ALPHA=l.7 ALPHA=2.0 ALPHA=l.5 ALPHA=l.7 ALPHA=2.0 
YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND YR-VEND 
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As stated previously, the space ·utilization factor (ALPHA) for 
regular stock was intialized at 2 .o· th~oughout the experiments. How-
-
ever., an experiment was performed by varying this parameter as well. 
The stability results for this experiment are shown in Tables 13 and 
14. It will be observed that the starting value of the space utiliza-
tion factor has little affect on the stability of vendor selection. 
F. Service Level Results 
Service levels for the four co~t. profiles are shown in Table 15 ... 
.. 
Entries in th.e. table are· tlle mean:s a.n.d standard deviations of the 
service levels for ten runs under the conditions shown. Each run was 
conducted for the standard horizon ot· 20 years. For purposes of com-
-
parison, a cell mey be defined as four entries under different costs, 
but ident·ical for other conditions. It will be observed that each 
cell defined in· t:his manner has fc;rur closely grouped values, indicating 
an indifference to: the different cost ·conditions. 
The fixed beta mode entries in Table 15 ,c~ .als::d.' b.Ef :~:ompared to 
the entries for the adaptive beta mode. This comp:arison ·s·hows that 
the service -levels are consistently lower :_for the. adaptive beta mode 
and the standard deviations. are consistently higher for this mode. 
It will also be observed that although the mean service levels are 
I 
lower for the adaptive beta mode, these levels are consistently 
. 
greater than the desired service levels. 
A third comparison can be made in Table 15 by contrasting the 
service levels based on demand and the service 1evels based on days. 
u! I I 
The service levels based on days are known to be inflated by those .. ·:. · 
... 
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COMPARISON OF SERVICE LEVELS FOR. DIFFERENT COSTS 
FIXED BETA MODE ADAPTIVE BETA MODE CONDITIONS . ·• .. 
'.t 
SERV LEV DESIRED COST 
. SERV LEV SERV LEV SERV LEV (DEMAND) (DAYS) (DEMAND) (DAYS) SERVICE PROFILE· ITEM MEAN STD MEAN STD MEAN STD . MEAN STD LEVEL 
·• 
.985 .oo4 
.993 .002 .940 .010 .973 .005 .90 1 1 
.986 .005 .994 .002 .942 .008 
.975 .oo4 
.90 2 1 
.985 • 005 · .994 .002 .941 .014 • 972· .006 
.90 3 1 0\ 
.983 .005 .992 .002 .942 .008 .974 .oo4 
.90 4 1 w 
\ 
.998 
.• 958 •. 989 .991 .005 .001 .012 .003 
.90 1 2 
.990 .006 .998 .001 
.959 .016 .992 .008 
.90 2 2 
.988 .006 
.997 .001 .956 .013 .991 .003 
.90 .. 3 2 
.987 .006 
.997 .002 .954 .011 .990 .003 
.90 4 2 
.990 .007 .995 .003 .960 .013 .980 .006 
.95 1 1 • 989 .006· 




.989 .006 .995 .003 .960 .013 .979 • 006 
.95 3 1 
.988 .oo4 
.995 .002 .956 .008 .980 .008 
.95 4 1 
.995 .003 .999 .001 .968 .016 .993 .oo4 
.95 1 2 
.992 .003 .998 .001 
.959 .012 .991 .003 • 9·5 2 2 .. 
.993 .oo4 .998 .001 
.959 .009 • 98,9 .006 
.95 3 2 
.. 
.994 .006 .998 .002 
.963 .017 .992 .oo4 
.95 4 2 '.• 
·• 
,_ _,. . \ . . '. ' 
s ........ .._"'4,: .......... : .. ,.:, 
• 
•. 
. . . iii_. . 
·-···-'• ., ·•, .· ..• , .. ,. . .... ·~-- '·- -
·' 
.. • 
days when no demands are··. presented, since P( ·;o):., =: _.5488 for item 1 
and P(O). = .7788 for item 2. Th.is effect is verified by the data as 
-
the service· -levels based -on days are universally greate·r than the 
service levels based :on demands. . . ,-.. ·. 
. . . . . 
Table 16 illustrates the effect of' A, the exponential smoothing 
coefficient, upon··the service levels. It can be seen that ·the three 
different value.s of A produce essenti.ally ·the ·.same servic~ .levels. 
The same c:ompari·f?pns. of modes and se·rvice .level types can .b·.e: made 
with this table as in Table 16 resulting_· .in the same conclusions . 
G. Cost Results 
Cost results are stmunariz·e.Q:-. :.i.n Tabl·e .17. Two major c~on.cl.usions 
-
are drawn :f'rom; these res-ult$. -First that the costs: :are :s·i·gn'ific·antly 
lower for the ·aclapt-i ve l:>Etta- mode· than for the :fixeq. bet~- mode. 
planned costs. 
It will be noted ·that t:he·s:e: ·con~lu~:i.on:s :Ei":re-: ind~pendent of the 
·cost structur~ and values fot .A. -lndependence. fr·om. :the value of A 
is important since it could .reasonably be inferred. that the smaller 
variance of planned cost·s. w.as dµe to exponential smoothing. Another 
reasonable hypothesis for ·the smaller variance is· the use of ex-
pected values in the procurement submodel. This hypothesis is not 
as readily tested as the exponential smoothing and will be left 
1.mtested in this thesis. 
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COMPARISON OF SERVICE LEVELS FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF A 
FIXED BETA MODE ADAPTIVE BETA MODE CONDITIONS 
.. 
SERV LEV SERV LEV SERV LEV SERV LEV DESIRED (DEMAND) (DAYS) (DEMAND) (DAYS) SERVICE ITEM . A MEAN STD MEAN STD MEAN STD MEAN STD LEVEL 
.985 .oo4 
.993 .002 .940 .010 
.973 .005 
.90 1 .1 .986 .005 .993 .002 
.941 .012 
.973 .005 
.90 1 .3 
. 0\ 
.983 .005 .992 .002 .942 .008 .974 .oo4 
.90 1 • 5 
V1 
.. 
.991 .005 .998. 
.001 
.963 .013 .992 .003 
.90 2 .1 .993 .004 .998 .001 · • 956 .015 .990 .oo4 
.90 2 .3 .. .987 • 006 .997 • 002 . 
.954 .011 .990 .003 
.90 2 
.5 
.990 .001 .995 .003 .960 .013 .981 .006 • 
.95 1 .1 .. .990 .007 .• 995 .003 
.955 .015 .979 • 006 
.95 1 • 3 • - • 988 . .oo4 
.995 .002 
.956 .016 .980 .008 
.95 1 .5 Pt-: 
• 
., 
.995· .003 .999 .001 .968 .016 
.993 .oo4 
.95 2 .1 
.993 .005 .999 .001 
.962 .016 .992 .002 
.95 2 .3 .994 .006 .998 .002 
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FIXED BETA MODE 
PLANNED SIMULATED 
MEAN STD MEAN STD 
5285 13.2 5217 71.0 
5300 21.4 5239 78.5 







.. 5357 72.9 
5359 17.3 5351 65. 7 .. 
. \. 5475 22.1 5453 70.8 
5221 25 .4 ·. 5225 10.0 
.. 5234 19. 6. 5210 74.4 
.• 
5338 23.1 5295 72.5 
5339 17.6 5319 82.7 
. -




COST RESULTS SUMMARY 
ADAPTIVE BETA MODE 
PLANNED SIMULATED 
MEAN STD MEAN STD 
5027 37.0 4959 16.0 4974 31.1 4981 85.l 
4937 32.2 4938 84.2 
5010 39.6 5014 81.5 
5051 56.4 5068 105.1 
5054 57.3 5058 123.7 
5026 66.1 5027 116.9 5·131 78.5 5139 98.5 
4985 37.6 4975 102.5 
4988 40.7 4978 84.9 
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course, to be expected. It. is interesti~g to note· that the unit cost 
chapge (cost profile 4) has ~-greater .effect than setup cost ch~ges 
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SUMMARY' CONCLUSIONS' AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR :t.tJRrxHER. -:s'rtJpY 
-
--A. S1unmary· 
An adaptive model for an inte,grated ,prt>ctil.rement-invento.ry system 
has been developed. in this thesis:. The model is composed ,o:f a pro-
curement planI1in_g: $·ubmodel whi¢b; ,pr-ovides a minimum cost po·licy con-
sistent w_i.th ·a, le,vel .-of -se.nf ce:, :a.tld, a s·1mu.1ation submodel which teat:s·-
·. ' .... .. 





. the policy -and pr.ovi.des :i_n·forIIIa.ti-on for tl1e procurement submodel ·t:d-: 
formulate the n¢~ y.ear.i. s poli.cy. ·';rp._e lilOde:l has been applied. to a: 
system where the ·initi.al k-nqwl.~:dge· .pf th.e ~ndor's lead. :time d.is.t.~i.l>~~ 
-
Poisson distributed w.ith known parEµnet~rs-. Th:e le·aa. .. :t-ime: :estimates . ___ . . ' .... .- . . •' . 
must be obtained from the-. v~ndor :and: c_onseqtiently m,ay be biased towar_d.$ 
shorter times which w.,.1uid a.ttiract- more ·b11$iness ir1 a competitive 
market. In ·tli·e· sim.11J,.a.ti.on., lead 't,1.-In~s- ·a.re generateq. from the normal 
.. 
and ga~a dist-ribut-ions· ... 
An experiment was p~r:formed which ex~.mtn.ed ·the: mo.del's .~bility 
to provide the desired servi:ce level during ·tn.e ini·tial year when 
minimum lead time information was available. The desired service 
level was furnished th,e majority of the time and a high percentage 
of' the observed servi:ce levels were close to the desired level. It 
was shown that a greater probability of: providi~g the desired- service. 
level could be obtained by inflati_ng the. service level figure supplied 
to the model. The results of this experiment are evidence· that a 
reasonable service level will be maintained even with minimum lead . ' r • 
68 
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Two modes ot .op.¢.rat-ing the mo·aei na:ve b:een deyelope.d ·by de:f'ining 
·- ...... 
an effective se.+"vic·e .. level which is :utilized in th_e. procurement planning 
submodel. .In. ·the· f.ixeli beta mode·:, the ·effect:_ive service level is the 
,. 
same as the .S:"ertice level input· to t:P.e-. model.. In the adaptive beta 
mode, the ef·fective service level is. mo·diried as information is gained 
in the simulation. The mean of both se:rvi·ce l:evels and total costs 
were found to be :gt·eat.e:r. in the ·fixed beta mode_, wh:i.le the vari.ance-
o:f service leve_is ~:d: 'tot:·ru. cc,sts were_ greate.r for ·the- adaptive b.e.ta. 
gr~at.·e-r th.an the desired service. ieve.l. 
-
The modes of' operat·ion· .:f'ur.Ili$l:t f'l~xibiJ.i·ty t:o :-the dec.ision maker • 
.• For example, he m~y :choose· a.- lowe.r· crost: .:if he is indifferent to greate"'r 
variance in servic·e· 'le-ve.J~s. ·an.d: ,cos·t, or a higher cost i.t·· h-is. ·o:per_ation 
The- len-gth of· ·the ho~izon :requireii .for· $-ta.bi·li ty, indicating suf-
ficient c·ollection. 'Of lead ti-me i·nformation, has been defined by con-
sistent selection. of the s:ame vendor. An investigation was performed 
under several different conditions and it was determined that period_ 
required for stability and the venclqr.: selected. i_s ,m.ost sensitive to . 
. 
· the relative unit costs, the desired set·vft:e :l.~yel and the mode of 
operating the model. An overall sinnmary is th·at stability w~ 
achieved in every case for item 1 and 90. 3 of the cases for item 2. 












The expected t_ota.l coat is calculated by the procurement pla.nni;ng 
submodel and total cos.t data is also collected· in the simulation. The 
- -difference in the means of' these cost~- for :multiple !uns with different 
seeds was less than 1. 5 percent for all ·eJCPerimen:ts. However, the 
variances were great'er in every case- -for the simulated costs. This 
1, 
; 
comparison indicate$: that the expe,ct·e.d costs for the procurement 
poli:-cy vi.11 b-e reall.z.ed ·in -t:he long 'rtln, but a hi.gher variation- in 
actual c·osts will o:cq-ur than s:hoW!l by the varia.n¢~ i,n the ,planned 
costs. The :si"mµ_iation: da.ta. '.provi.<ied l>y the mqclfal __ shoul.d be an ef-
fective tool _for e:s:_timat-in_g ·:th:e: -amotn;it o,f'- variance that_: '.)i"quld be 
encountered. V.a.ri:ati.on -in cos·t,s ·-may b·.e an important ·conf?:!.deration 
-
since this is one element. in the ':r-t,.sk cgf' -·operating a ]:rusiness:., 
• B. Conclusi·ons .-...: 
environment and ~lie char·ac·teristics ·of ·'vendor ·sel.eo_tion, service level 
and annual .co$t have .been examined. The· initi:~l discrete di-stribu-
tions of lead time· a.n.<fl. :demand input t:o the procurement pla.nnip.g sub-
model and the distributions used to generat:e lead times ,a.nd .demap.d$· 
' in the simulation submodel were chosen to pose an interesti_ng problem 
for investigation. However, the model is not limited by theae choices 
· and may be applied to investigate similar systems in other atochastic 
environments. With a slight change, simulation data could ·oe used 
to update the discrete distributions of demand as. well as the dis-
tributions of lead time. Th~ situations with initially incomplete 
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The model would be. '1S~ful to :.the man.ager or systems analyst for 
evaluating the .. effects of changes in the environment or alternatives . . . 
upon the procurement policy .over .the desired pl~i~g_horizon. A few 
of the possible applications are: · 
1. Ch~ges in internal· or vendqt: ·co·st.s ... 
,2. Ch~ges in the distribut:i.ons ot: demands .$.d/or 
· lead times. ... ~L .. ..r: 
; •. : ... 
3. Alternative, management. ·p.ql~ c:ie·~i :On. .ser.vi.ce :l·eye.1s·. 
. 
. 
4. Introduction of new ·ven.dorsj 
The model pre>:vi .. des ·the foll9wf:;ng information whi,c~h would be u~e:f.ul 
:iri .ev~:t.uating the effects ·Q.:f:. ·eh~g~,s·'or aJ.ternativ~.~·~ . 
. ..... 
. 1... The vendor, reor.de.r point; :reorcl.er quantit·Y and 
annual cost ... 
:2. A. ·breakdown. :of ··t:he ,ex1>ect,e4. annufll· cost an:d ·dat:a 
to: e·stimat.e the. Va.rianc~ of tb·es·e ·costs .• 
variance of :·se·rvice levels. 
4. . Means to estimate the period required to·. achie;y:e 
a stable procurement policy when informati:on-. on: 
the stochastic environment is incomplete· •. 
C. Recommendations for Further Study 
• 
In many circumstances the demand may be seasonaJ. or contain a 
trend. Little modification of the model would be required to include 
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interestip.g inyest_igations could be per;t'Ormed by ass,imip.g either a 
fixed lililit on warehouse size rathe~ than an .overstock cost or limi-
tations on the capacity ··o:r the· _Yenq.9.rs .. to. supply .the ~equired amounts. 
Application of the model to l~ge systems is restricted due to 
l~ge core requirements and execution times. A. possible solution to: 
these limitations i.s development of a method to ·decompose t_he system 
into an eq_uiyalent, ··tSet: o-f,. subsystems and an a;J..gori thm that utilizes· 
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q The operating system of the PDP-10 computer used in this thesis 
was provided with a library 
signed for the IBM-36o)lO] 
of the Scientific Subroutine Package de-
-
,The followi;ng ,subroutines from the 
library were utilized in the submodel: ... .. 
Randu - Random number :_gene-rater mod:tt.ie·d for ·use · 
,: 
·· Gauss - 0¢nerato'r: of no,rma,l deviates. 
Subroutines for ge·nerEttion of deviates· from the ,Poia·son .a.n.d· g:amm~ 
distributions wer.e not ava_ilable in. tl:ie library. These: Sub·rout.ine$. 
were adapted from Naylor et a1f 11J Adaption consisted. qf': recoding 
··~'. 
two instructions to permi·t: the: use of Randu in~te-.a.d o_r-· th.e random 
.1-
-
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PROCURErtENT AND SI!·IULATION DATA FOR 
RUN NU?1IBER 10 
. ···L T.: 
* • PROCURE!·-!El~T PLAN.* •• S I~IULA T ION 
YR *'\1 El'lD ROP QORD ss *DE~!AND BlCORD 
1 .~ 2 14 28 5 * 174 40 ~ 2 * 1 14 30 5 * 159 1 3 * 1 16 30 5 * 154 0. 4 
* 
1 15 30 5 
* 
129 0 
5 * 1 14 29 4 * 154 .o. 6 * 1 14 29 4 * 156 2 7 * 1 13 29 3 * 135 0 8 
* 
2 21 28 5 * 148 0 
9 * 2 15 28 1 * 164 22 
10 
* 
2 14 24 1; * 169 14 
11 * 2 14 27 l * 149 0 12 * 2 13 27 1 * 148 26 13 * 2 13 27 1 * 147 26 
14 
* 
2 14 27 1 * 141 0 15 
* 
2 14 27. 1 * 159 18 16 
* 
2 13 27 1 
* 
153 13 
17 * 2 13 23 1 * 143 9 18 
* 





2 13 23 1 * 140 8 20 
* 
2 13 26 1 
* 
151 9· 
TOTAL DE}tAND - 3033 
TOTAL UNITS BACK ORDERED - 198 
TOTAL DAYS SERVICE NOT }"IET 150 -
BETA DE}!AND 0.935 -
BETA DAYS - 0.970 
SEED - 920586078 
' ... ·L, 
. It 
,_, .. ~ 
ITEi1 1 · 
DATA •• *. SERVICE LEVEL 
STKOUT*DE}IAND DAYS 
31 * 0. 77 0 0.876 
1 * 0.994 0.996 
0 * 1.000 1.000 
0 * 1.000 1.000 
0 * 1.000 1.000 
1 *. 0.987 0.996 
0 *·1.000 1.000 
0 ... 1.000 1.000 ft 
15 * 0.866 9.940 
• 13 * 0.917 0. 948 
0 * 1.000 1.000 
18 * 0.824 0.928 
17 * 0.823 0.932 
0 * 1.000 1.000 
13 * 0.887 0.948 
11 * 0.915 0.956 
8 * 0.937 0.968 
9 * 0.938 0.964 
7 * 0. 943 0.972 
6 * 0. 940 0.976 
,,· ·~ 
• 
< • ,II>; 
~ :: . '. .' . 
,, ,,,. : . . '.' .. ·- ' '" 
I I'' ' ," ~ ./' 
~------~-------1-----------------




COMPARATIVE DATA RUN NO. 10 f '". 
•. 
I' ·:t 
* .... TOTAL COST ••• "'. SPACE FACTOR*.PEAK FACTOR.*.EFF SER LEV.* 
YR *PLANNED*SIMULATED* •• REG.* •• SS •• *ITEM l*ITEM 2 * ITE°t"t 1 * IT E1·1 2* 
·l * 5071. * 5730. * 2.00 * 1.00 * 1.00 * 1.00 * .900 * .900 * 
•.. 
2 * 5160. * 5000. * 2.05 * 1.02 * 0.97 * 0.98 -/( .900 * .850 * 3 
* 
5099. * 5304. * 2.06 ,~ 1.02 ·* 0.99 * 0.92 -,'; .900 * .779 * 
'-
4 * 5097. * 5244. * 2.01 * 1.02 * 0.99 * 0.92 
.,, 










1.98 ,'( 1.02 
* 
0.98 
* 0.93 ·* .871 * .671 * 6 














* 1.03 * 0.95 * 0.88 * .539 * .671 * 11 
* 
4903. 










































* 20 * 4866. * 4949. * 1.77 * 1.06 * 0.90 * 0.79 * .539 * .529 * 
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-.-~ r . .- : 
PROCURE.I1ENT A!~D SI!-lULATION DATA FOR ITE}I 2 
RUN NU}f B::E,R 10 
*. PROCURE1·1ENT PLA}l. * •• SI}fULATION 
YR *VEl~D ROP QORD ss *DE}{AND BKORD 
1 * 4 7 16 3 * 65 :o 
2 * 4 6 16 3 *· 59 1 
3 * 4 7 14 2 * 53 ·o 
4 * 4 ·6 14 1 
* 67 2: 5 * 4 6 15 1 * 60 :0 .. . . 
. 6 * ·4 6 15 1 * 74 :8 
'· 7 * 4 6 15 1 * 71 4 8 * 2 5 15 1 * 55 :5 
9 
* 
2 7 15 1 * 72 3· 
10 
* 
2 6 16 1 * 64 0 
11 
* 2 6 16 1 * 63 :3-12 
* 
2 6 16 1 * 49 8 
13 * 2 7 16 1 
* 
52 1 
14 * 2 7 16 1 
* 53 5 15 * 4 7 14 2 * 65 1 
16 
* 
4 6 14 1 * . 40 0 
17 
* 
4 6 14 1 
* 
57 3 
18 * 4 6 14 1 * 59 6 
19 *· 4 6 14 1 * 70 12 
20 * 4 6 14 1 
* 61 1 
. ~· 
TOTAL DE}IAl'lD - 1209 
TOTA J., Ul~ITS BACK ORDERED - 63 
. 155 TOTAL DAYS SERVICE ?iOT 1-fET -
-
BETA DE11AND - 0.948 
BETA DAYS - 0.989 
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TABLE B4 · 
.-




* .. REGULAR STOCK •• * ... SAFETY STOCK •• * 
. 
YR PURCH ORDER STKOUT OVERSTK*CAPITAL ·HAND RENT*CAPITAL HAND RENT* 
1 2250.00 321.43 3.01 26·7.86* 52.50 281. 557.* 18.75 67. 150.* 
2 2325.00 350.00 3.11 242.86* 58.12 282. 581.* 19.37 63. 147.* 
3 2325.00 350.00 3.10 248. 57"1( 58.12 286. 579.* 19.37 49. 146.* 
4 2325.00 350.00 4.04 248.71* 58.12 285. 59 2. ,~ 19.37 54. 147.* • 
5 2325.00 362.07 5.92 252.25* 56.19 289. 5 8 3 .• o/( 15.50 40. 118.* 
6 2325.00 362.07 4.95 258.06* 56.19 289. 593.* 15.50 38. 118.* -: 
7 2325.00 362.07 6 .12 . 258.12* 56.19 293. 595.,'c 11.62 24. 88.* 
--:a 8 2250.00 321.43 14.59 26 7. 39~" 52.50 290. 579.* 7.50 34. 147.* 
\0 9 2250.00 321.43 19.12 267.43* 52.50 298. 593.* 3.75 7. 29.* 
.. 10 2250.00 375.00 21.28 296.43,'t 45.00 298. 514.* 3.75 8. 29.* 
11 2250.00 333.33 17.91 268. gg,'( 50.63 298. 585.* 3.75 7. 29.* 
12 2250.00 333.33 18.09 269. 73,'( 50.63 298. 595.* 3.75 8. 29.* 
13 2250.00 333.33 19.28 256.69* 50.63 297. 584.* 3.75 9. 29.* 
14 2250.00 333.33 16.66 258.80* .so.63 298. 587.* 3.75 8. 29.* 
15 2250.00 333.33 17.16 256.07* 50.63 298 • 595.* 3.75 8. 2 9. *• 
. ,. 
16 2250.00 333.33 19.22 253.61* 50.63 298. 593.,'c 3.75 9. 29.* 
17 2250.00 391.30 19.45 300.55* 43.12 297. 513.* 3.75 9. 2 9. *• 
18 2250.00 391.30 20.09 297.67*' 43.12 297. 514.* 3.75 10. 29. * 
19 2250.00 391.30 19.70 295.85* 43.12 297. 513.* 3.75 10. 28.* 
20 2250.00 346.15 19.33 259.58* 48.75 297. 584.* 3.75 9. 28.* 
.. 
AV 2272.50 349.78 13.61 266.26* 51.37 293. 571.* 8.60 
I 
23. 70.* 
_--,.cc~ .•.. _._ . ,:;-y·---;-, -------....... --..... ------. _~_ .... "'.~ •.•. ..- ... _,..,............_.: --~J-.~ - .. ,-, ... ~ .. ~_. __ ._ __ .'f-.. 




-~. TABLE BS 
SIMULATION COST BREAKDOWN FOR ITE}1 1 RUN NU}IBER 10 
• 
* •• REGULAR STOCK •• * ••• SAFETY STOCK •• * 
YR PURCI-1 ORDER STKOUT OVERSTK*CAPITAL HAND RENT*CAPITAT~ HAND RENT* 
1 2940.00 420.00 o.oo 250.00,1< 27.85 216. 295.* 13.66 168. 109.* 
2 2325.00 350.00 o.oo 300.00* 58.57 313. 601.* 18.91 80. 146.* 
3 2325.00 350.00 o.oo 250.00* 75.70 302. 777.* 19.36 7. 150.* 
.~ : 4 2325.00 350.00 o.oo 200.00* 69.05 249. 708.* 19.37 o. 150.* ~.-: ~ - --- . . .. 
5 2247.50 350.00 o.oo 300.00* 68.94 323. 7 07 .• * 15.33 21. 119.* 
6 2247.50 350.00 o.oo 250.00* 61.61 289. 632.* 15.11 28. 117.* •· 
7 2247.50 350.00 o.oo 250.00* 65.56 277. 673.* 11.61 11. 90.* 
, 0) 8 2100.00 300.00 o.oo 250.00* 79.31 288. 841.* 18.75 o. 150.* 0 9 2520.00 360.00 o.oo 150.00* 61.38 258. 651.* 3.30 11. 26.* 
10 2520.00 420.00 o.oo 400.00* 54.21 332. 575.* 3.30 18. 26.* 
11 2025.00 300.00 o.oo 250.00* 74.91 282. 794.* 3.75 7. 30.* 
12 2430.00 360.00 o.oo 150.00* 45.49 223. 482.* 3.21 32. 26.* 
13 2025.00 300.00 o.oo 250.00* 59.98 254. 636.* 3.24 11. 26.* 
14 2430.00 360.00 o.oo 250.00* 67.85 276. 719.* 3.75 o. 30.* 
15 2430.00 360.00 . 0. 00 250.00* 57.63 282. 611.* 3.30 11. 26.*• " . . 
• 16 2025.00 300.00 o.oo 250.00* 61.24 285. 649.* 3.42 14. 27.* 
17 2070.00 360.00 o.oo 2so. oo,'( 45.36 259. 481.* 3.41 21. 27.*I 
18 2415.00 420.00 o.oo 300.00*·46.36 276. 491.* 3.43 28. 27.* 
19 2070.00 360.00 o.oo 250.00* 54.90 275. 582.* 3.50 21. 28.* 
20 2340.00 360.00 o.oo 300.00* 51.14 284. 542.,'c 3.56 18. 28.* 
' 













PLANNED COST BREAKDOWN FOR ITEM 2 RUN NUMBER 10 
* •• REGULAR STOCK •• * ... SAFETY STOCK •• * '. 
YR PURCH ORDER STKOUT OVERSTK*CAPITAL HAND RENT*CAPITAL fIAND RENT* ' .· 
1 250.00 97.66 0.57 195.31* 8.00 119. 318.* 3.00 21. 90. * 
2 250.00 97.66 0.39 191.41* 8.00 119. 31Q.,'c 3.00 21. 88.* 
.3 250.00 111.61 1.75 204.32* 7.00 123. 270.* 2.00 7 • 59.* 
4 250.00 111.61 2.07 206.21* 7.00 123. 276.* 1.00 7. 29. * 4I'. 
-5: 250.00 104.17 1.89 194.05* 7.50 123. 301-. * 1.00 7. 29. * 
6' 250.00 104.17 1.66 190.27* 7.50 123. 307.* 1.no 7. 29.* ; 
7 250.00 104.17 1.94 179.57,'c 1.~o 123. 308.* 1.00 7. 29.* 
0) 8 218.75 166.67 0.84 174.12* 6.56 122. 310.* 1.75 9. 29.* 
1--' 9 218.75 166.67 1.69 184.48* 6.56 123. 318. * 1.75 7. 29. * 
10 218.75 156.25 1.47 171.28* 7.00 123. 34 3. * 1.75 7. 29.* 
11 218.75 156.25 1.31 168.80* 7.00 123. 347.* 1.75 1 • 29.* 
. 
' 
12 218.75 156.25 1.78 166.57* 7.00 123. 353.* 1.75 7. 29.* 
13 218.75 156.25 1.96 16 2. 93'1< 7.00 124. 34 6. ,~ 1.75 5. 29.* 
14 218.75 156.25 2.70 15 9. 6 6 ')~ · 7.00 124. 348.* 1.75 5. ·29.* 
15 250.00 111.61 1.25 180.96* 7.00 122. 308.* 2.00 11. 5 7. *• 
• 16 ' 250.00 111.61 1.38 179.61* 7.00 123. .308.* 1.00 8. 29.* 
17 250.00 111.61 1.29 176.53* 7.00 123. 312.* 1.00 8. 2 9. *' 
18 250.00 111.61 1.25 181.20*" 7.00 123. 313.* 1.00 ~ 8. 29. * 
!!' 
.19 250.00 111.61 1.35 179.82* 7.00 123. 312.* 1.00 ~ 8. 28. * 
20 250.00 111.61 1. 4 0 175.23* 7.00 123. 315.* 1.00 8. 28.* 
' AV 239.06 125.76 1.50 181.12* 7.13 123. 316.* I 1.56 9. 38.* 
• 
'<. 
. . . 
. : ~·--1..~.:-. .... -;;.:J..~;.;:'-·-·,,,:._ .. ___.~.:.1..., ·• L-...... ,.fa~ .. ~-~·u•,.,.- ~-_, __ :__, . - ... __..¥ ........ -· .• - .... ••. • 
' 
' . 1 





' SI~IULATION COST BREAKDOWN FOR ITEM 2. RUN NUMBER 10 
'J·. 
* 
•• REGULAR STOCK •• * ••• SAFETY STOCK •• * 
YR PURCH ORDER STKOUT OVERSTK*CAPITAL lIAND RENT*CAPITAI~ HAND RENT* 
' . 
·,· 
·1 320.00 125.00 o.oo 200.00* 9.99 145. 397.* 3.00 o. 90.* 
2 192.00 75.00 o.oo 50.00* 6.38 88. 254.-1( 2.64 59. 79.* 
3 224.00 100.00 o.oo 200.00* 8.35 103. 332.* 1.96 21. 59.* 
4 280.00 125.00 o.oo 250.00* 8.53 130. 339.* 0.98 11. 29.* 
-. 
5 240.00 100.00 o.oo 150.00* 8.98 120. 357.* 1.00 o. 30.* 
6 300.00 1.25. 00 o.oo 100.00* 7.86 130. 312.* 0.90 11. 27. * 
7 300.00 125.00 o.oo 150.00* 7.70 117. 306.* 0.94 24. 28.* 
-8 157.50 120.00 o.oo 200.00,~ 6.80 101. 309.* 0.77 14. 26.* 
0) 9 262.50 200.00 o.oo 200.00* 8.35 138. 380.* 0. 8·4 I 14. 29.* I\) 
10 224.00 160.00 o.oo 150.00* 8.57 126. 389. 
* 
0.88 7 • 30.* 
11 224.00 160.00 o.oo 150.00* 7.31 117. 332.* 0.84 14. 29.* 
12 168.00 120.00 o.oo 100.00* 7.01 79. 318. 
* 
a.so 7. 27.* 
13 168.00 120.00 o.oo 100.00* 7.36 96. 334.* 0.83 7. 29.* 
14 224.00 160.00 o.oo 150.00* 7.82 89. 355.* 0.83 7. 29.* 
15 224.00 100.0Cf o.oo 1so.oo," 6.82 129. 271. * 1.94 21. 5 8. *, 
::, ' 16 168.00 75.00 o.oo 100.00* 10.20 82. 406.* 1.00 o. 30.* 
17 224.00 100.00 o.oo 200.00* 9.33 105. 371.* 0.94 7. 2 8. *, 
18 224.00 100.00 o.oo 150.QQ,'c. 8.00 97. 318.,'c 0.91 21. 27.* 
,.1_9 280.00 125.00 . 0. 00 150.00* 7.72 103. 307.* 0.89 14. 27.* 
20 280.00 125.00 o.oo 100.00* 8.81 124. 350.* 0.98 4. 30.* 
AV 234.20 122.00 o.oo 150.00* 8.09 111. 337.* 1.19 13. 37.* 
t 
~. --; ,-; . 
. -: ... ~ -·---.- .... :--.~·-,··· -~~~-~- ~~~:~;~i~-;~::.t~li{3;;i;\i~l$~$~~i~~-{-~-- ~-. 
,---
, -, ........ --~-- . '. . . ~ • i ..... - . ' ,. ~ ~ •• - • • • ' ... 
• ·• • # ........ ·~;,,,_ .. ~: ....... ' • .l ·- •• ,, •• . 
• 
. • 
. :-·;. .•. 
TABLE B8 
MISCELLANEOUS DATA RUN NO. 10 '-
* ........ NO. REORDER PT. OVERSHOOTS ••••••• 
* *NO. ORDER CROSSES* •• BY 1 UNIT •• * •• BY 2 UNITS.,'( •• BY 3 tJNITS. 
* 
• 
YR * ITEM 1 * ITE}·t 2 * IT'.E}t l*ITEM 2 * ITEr.f 1 * IT E}I 2 * ITE11 l*ITEt1 2* 1 * 0 * 0 * 1 * 0 * 2 ,'( 1 * 0 * 0 * 2 
* 
0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 3 
* 


































0 1t. 0 
* 
-
12 * 0 * 0 * 3 *: 1 :.*· 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 13 
* 









·* 1 * 0 * ·O "* 0 * 
. . 
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* 0 ·* 0 * 0 * 
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0 6;~ 0 
* 20 
* 
·O * 0 * 2 * 1 * 0 * 0 * 1 • * 0 * 
' ·.-· 
... 


















.. . .  
. 
. • 
Costs Fixed in Each Profile 
~-
Annual rent$l pe.r _pallet of ~egular stock- = 3.9'· 75: 
Annual renta.1 _pe-+ p:a.1·1et, of safety stock·= .. 3o·.~.oo. 
·- ·2··-5· ·. ·o·o·· · 
_·._ -· .. · 
...... ·. · ... •:... . . 
,;. 
Handli_ng cost- t·o ·st.ore or withdraw a pall·et 
of regular stock ,.... 0 ·5·  a· · 
- ·-?•· .. , .. 
.. 
Handling cost: t,q s:tore or withdraw a pa..il~-t. 
of safety· stock = 1 .• ·00. 
. ·: ... ~ - . . ·- .. 
·oversto·ck. ·-cos-t·· 
. -- . . .. . ,. , .· : . . . . . . 
.. 
.... - =·5· ·o· ·o· a·· · ·-:. ·- · .. · 
. . :· ... ~-·. ·., . 
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:coST· .PROFILE: •1 
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Item 1 = ·ioo uni ts./pallet. 
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NOTE: MOQ is in un-i·ts., 
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COST PROFILE: 2 ·, 
· ·rtem 1 











Item 1 = 100: ,wi!t~/pallet. 

































NOTE: MOQ is in uni ts • 
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175. 00 . 
170.00, '• 
Item 2 






Item 1 = 100 units/pallet .• 













.. Setup Cost 
30.00 
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NOTE: MOQ is in units. 
. _ . 
COST ,PR.OFILE :4_ 
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~ Item 1 = 100 units/pallet. 
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